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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to develop a unit of
instruction to supple.ent the erade five social studies
curriculu. in Newfoundland and Labrador. The unit is
entitled "Happy Valley-Goose Bay: the Chaneine Pattern of
Co••unities". and was developed usine a syste.s approach
to instructional develop.ent.
The unit is .ulti.edia in nature and includes a
student booklet. a teacher's euide and a slide-tape
presentation. The intended learnine outco.es were drawn
fro. the social studies curriculu. for the province of
Newfoundland and Labrador. An extensive literature search
resulted in the co.position of related research on the
co••unity of Happy Valley-Goose Bay. This research was
used to develop the content of the instructional
materials.
At various staees in the develop.ent of the unit
consultations were held with content specialists • .,edia
specialists. and learnine specialists. Their sueeestions
were incorporated into the uni t.
The .aterials were field-tested in erade five
classes in St. John's. Mount Pearl and the Goulds.
Results of the evaluation showed that the unit was
appropriate for the intended use. and su,?cessful in
meetin.r the objectives specified.
The followin.r conclusions were drawn froll the study:
1. The materials are effective in
reachina the objectives specified in
the report.
2. The effectiveness of the materials
is even more pronounced when they are
used in conjunction with the unit for
which they were developed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This report describes the desiitn, development" and
evaluation of an instructional unit entitled "Happy
Valley-Goose Bay: The Changing Pattern of Communi ties"
which was produced during 1985-88 to supplement the Grade
Five Social Studies curriculum. The project was prepared
using a systems approach to instructional development.
This type of approach includes the followinit procedures:
needs assessment, learner analysis, task analysis,
selection of a media format, development of the
instructional package, implementation and eval uation.
These procedures are described in detai 1 in the chapters
which follow. The first step in developing instruction
usually involves establishing that a n~ed exists for the
material.
Kibler and Bassett (1977) suggest that a perc~ived
need by one or more participants in the learning process
may cause the instructional desiitner to carry out
procedures to determine if in fact a need is present. The
process which determines a discrepancy between the way
things "are" (the status quo) and the way things "ought
to be" (itoals) is referred to as a needs assessment
(Burton and Merri 11, 1977: 27). It is "a systematic
process for determinin£ £oals, identifyin£ discrepencies
between £oals and the status quo, and establ ishin£
priori ties for action" (Burton and Merri 11, 1977: 21).
Kaufman (1972) identifies three £enera 1 types of
models for needs assessment: 1) inductive, 2) classic and
3) deductive. The first, the inductive model, measures
students' behaviors and then classifies them in terms of
apparent or impl ici t £oals.
The second model identified by Kaufman (1972), the
classic model, deals with educator-oriented £oals rather
than with learner oriented ifoals. In other words, it
refers to what teachers should present or do in the
classroom rather than what learners should be able to do
as a result of teacher and learner effort.
Burton and Merri 11 ,( 1977) advocate the use of the
third model described by Kaufman. The deductive model,
accordin£ to Kaufman (1972) be£ins with some specific
£oals and then derives the appropriate behavior wh~ch
would demonstrate the achievement of the £oals.
Accordin£ to Ga£ne and Brilit£s, the identification of
an educational need usually results in the desi£n of
instruction which in recent years has been carried out in
a systematic manner, and has become known as "the systems
approach" ( 1974: 210). They define instruction as "the
means employed by' teachers, desi~ners of materials,
curricul um special ists, or other persons concerned in
developin~ an or~anized plan to promote learnin~" (Ga~ne
and Briilgs, 1974: 210).
A number of educators have described models which
invol ve a systematic process of plannin&, in which
learninil experiences are developed, implemented,
controlled, and evaluated (Gagne and Briggs,1974;
Coger, 1975; Davis, 1974; Taba,1962; Tyler, 1950). The
models that have been formulated by these educators may
incl ude varying numbers of steps in the process, and use
different terms to describe these steps. However, all
these models involve a systematic approach in defining
and resolvinil the instructional problem.
This study was ini t.iated because of a perceived need
for resource materials to supplement the unit "The
Changing Pattern of Communities" of th~ Grade Five Social
Studies text "Our Province: Newfoundland and Labrador"
(Cramm and Fizzard, 1983). A needs assessment was
ini tiated since it "is a process for determining what
should be tauilht .... [and it] ... should be the first step
in a systematic approach to the development of
i'nstructional materials" (Burton and l1erri II,
1977:21-22).
"The days of poorly desi{£ned
materials for teachinir are numbered.
It is no lon{£er necessary to do
wi thout some form of specifications
and qual i ty control in education. If
all instructional components are
selected and desiirned on the basis of
objectives, presentation form,
subject content and student
characteristics, if all media,
methods and instructional events are
put together because they are the
most appropriate for each objective
and for each £eneral and specific
£oal, and if the interrelated
combination is thorouirhly val idated,
an instructional system exists."
(Coaer, 1975:11).
COirer (1975) describes a mode 1 which ill ustrates the
elements of an instructional system. This model is
appl icable once the aoals, or instructional proble. have
been identified, and verified. The elements which
comprise this model include:
i) Define Instructional Problem
ii) Determine Students'
Characteristics
iii) Develop Learninir Objectives
iv) Specify Subject Content
v) Develop Learninir Activities
vi) Select Media
vii) Identify Required Supportive
Services
viii) Evaluate Systems
ix) Analyze Feeback
REVISE AT STEPS (iii) to (ix) WHERE
NECESSARY.
(Co«er, 1975: 16)
Specifically, this study was initiated to determine
if a perceived need for resource materials on the
communi ty of Happy Valley-Goose Bay was actually an
educational need which JIli«ht be resolved uti 1 izin« a
systems approach to instructional developMent. Closely
associated with that was another percei ved need which
su«£ested that a mode 1 for studyin« cOMmuni ties was
required for the Grade Five Social Studies unit "The
Chan«in« Pattern of Communi ties".
This report describes an instructional developMent
process used to assess needs, and to develop, implement,
and evaluate instructional materials. This process
incorporates the principles of a systems approach to
needs assessment and desi«n of instruc~ion referred to in
this chapter, and is further explained in the chapters
which follow.
CHAPTER II
NEEDS ASSESSMENT
INTRODUCTION
In uti 1izing a systematic approach to sol ving
instructional problems, one should first determine that a
problem exists before any technique is developed to solve
that problem. Kibler and Bassett su~~est that the process
carried out by instructional designers "is ultimately
linked to some perceived need, either on the part of
learners, their parents, employers, teachers,
instructional administrators, state or federal a~encies,
or society" (Kibler and Bassett,1977:52).
The need perceived by one or more of the
participants in the learning process m~y cause the
instructional desijjfner to carry out procedures to
determine if in fact a need is present. "A need is
identified when a discrepency is found between an ideal
or acceptable state of affairs and the present status or
observed state of affairs" (Kibler and Bassett, 1977: 62).
Thus, the instructional desi.rner must identify a
perceived need, and then conduct measures to determine if
this perceived need is in fact a discrepency which must
be reduced or eliminated.
A needs assessment is a systematic process for
determining goals, identifying discrepancies between
goals and the status quo, and establishing priorities for
action (Burton and l1erri 11,1977). Thus it shou ld be the
first step in a systems approach to the development of
instructional materials since it helps to determine what
should be taught.
Depending on the field of study, the term "need" may
take on various meanings. As Ilany as five types of
educational needs have been identified (Bradshaw, 1972);
(Toffler,1971). In spite of the number of educational
needs, they all carry a central idea; a need is a
measureable discrepancy between the way thini's "oui'ht to
be" and the way thines "are" (Burton and l1errill,1977).
IDENTIFYING NEEDS
Durini' the past two years, a new textbook was
introduced to the Grade Five Social Studies prottralllllle in
this province. Usually, the introduction of a new text is
not a noteworthy event. However, in this case, a nUlllber
of factors are sii'nificant.
The new textbook, "Our Province, Newfound 1and and
Labrador" (Cramm and Fizzard, 1983), recognizes the goal
of personal development as described in the Department of
Education's "Design for Social Studies K-VI in
Newfound I and and Labrador" (Government of Newfound I and
and Labrador, n. d. ), and attempts to meet this goal in a
variety of creative ways. This textbook is a deviation
from its immediate predecessor, which was more or less
outpourinji of factual material about the jieollraphy of
Newfoundland and Labrador. The new book encourages an
understandinll of trends, events and circumstances
affecting our province's development. In addition to
this, the authors attempt to create an awareness that
circumstances may change; thus students should know how
to find and interpret information rather than try to
memorize facts which may on I y be true at a particu I ar
point in time.
As a result of the investigative ~pproach adopted in
this text, student activities such as research become an
integral cOMponent of this course; supplementary
information and the use of a mu I ti tude of resources
become an even more vital element of the learning
process. (This may have been a del iberate attempt on the
part of the authors to stiMulate a jfreater use of the
resource-based teachinjf technique in this province.)
Whatever the reasons for this approach, a probleM exists
which can interfere with the orderly implementation of
the resource-based teaching technique for this course;
the problem is the availability of appropriate resources
for a variety of topics covered in the Grade Five Social
Studies curriculum.
Generally speaking, there is an increase in the
amount of resource materia 1 (both print and non-print)
that is beinil produced topics concernin~ Newfoundland
and Labrador. A survey of materials listed in the
catalogues of Memorial University of Newfoundland's
Resources Clearinilhouse, the National Film Board and the
Department of Education' s Instructional Materials
Division indicate that topics of a provincial scope are
prevalent. However, not all the materials are appropriate
for students at a Grade Five level; and in spite of the
apparent increase in the quantity of materials available,
especially throuilh the Resources Clearinghouse, there
remains the question of quality; a number of items that
are available are in circulation merely because nothin~
else exists. Many of the items available are student
projects, and a number of these have not been developed
in accordance with recognized instructional development
models, and lack sufficient support materials to make
these va 1uab 1e as classroom 1earn i ng resources.
In the case of the Grade Five Social Studies
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pro/tramme, a number of factors should be taken into
account when considerinar the appropriateness of resource
materials to be used for this course. In the opinion of
this developer, these include:
i) a reading level appropriate for
arrade five students
i i) concepts which are wi thin the
Itrasp of these students
iii) a vocabulary appropriate for
grade five students
iv) topics which correspond to those
covered in the text
v) a treatment of the topics which
reinforces the approach recommended
by the Department of Education, and
adopted by the authors of the text
vi) a format which would be
appropriate for students at that
grade level, and which would be
available for use in virtual-ly all
schools in the province.
The textbook that is currently being used in the
Grade Five Social Studies course in this province' Ii
schools contains a ,section called "The Changinit Pattern
of Com.unities" (Cramm and Fizzard, 1983). Information is
presented and questions are raised with reference to the
reasons for establishinit a community in a particular
place, the size of the community, sources of employment
available, and how the nature of the community may have
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chani'ed over a period of time. Furthermore, stude~ts are
encourai'ed to examine their own community. and consider
ways of obtainini' the information that they require for
this examination (Cramm and Fizzard.1983:21-23).
In essence the authors of the text used in the Grade
Five Social Studies proi'ramme are encourai'ini' students to
answer a number of questions about their cOlllmuni ty. and
communities i'enerally in this province. by usini' a
variety of sources of information. SiMply put. these
questions are:
1. Where do we live?
2. Why did people establish the
comllluni ty in the first place?
3. How _any peop 1elive there?
4. What chani'es have occurred over
the years?
5. How are the people employed?
6. Why do people leave the community?
7. Why do people cOllle to live in the
community?
8. How can you find the information
that you need to answer these
questions?
(Cramm and Fizzard, 1983: 21)
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The authors of the text appear to be introducinll a
number of concepts in this section. The title. "The
Chan£inll Pattern of Communities". sUllltests three
concepts. The most obvious involves the characteristics
which lIlake up a communi ty. A second concept sUllllested by
the title deals with the idea that there are distinct
reasons why a cOlllllunity is established in the first
place; these reasons can help deterJline a recollnizible
pattern. The third concept that can be Itarnered from the
title involves chanlle; over a period of tille. the reasons
for establishinll a cOlllllunity llIay chanlte, thus causinll
some cOIllJlunities to cease to exist, while others may
Ilrow. and new ones be created.
In the space of four palles in the text. the authors -
of "Our Province: Newfoundland and Labrador" (Cralllll and
Fizzard. 1983) have. throullh presentation of information
and inquiry techniques. provided students and teachers
wi th a topic that has trelllendous potential for in-depth
study. It is this developer's belief that Cramlll and
Fizzard (1983) have placed sillnificant importance to this
topic; it is the section which imlllediately follows the
introduction. and an entire unit is devoted to issues
related to the topic.
Furtherlllore. the authors appear to have been
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del iberate in their attempts to encoura!te the use of a
wide variety of resources such as written records, oral
records, old buildinals and monuments, pictures, and
obj ects froll the past (Cramm and F i zzard, 1983: 22-23) ;
they appear to be encouraal i nal an approach known as
resource-based teachinal.
This teachinal technique &,oes beyond the use of a
textbook or teacher as the indisputable source of
information. Students are exposed to many sources of
information, and to the idea that no one source is likely
to contain all the avai lable information. Al thou!th the
use of this technique may be increasinal in this province,
it does not appear to be the predominant teachin!t
approach. It is this developer' s fear that because the
concepts previously discussed are presented in a
relatively brief fashion, the importance that some
teachers Illay assialn to theJll Ilay be insialnificant.
The opportunity that Cramm and Fizzard provide in
this unit is very sialnificant because it is one th~t
introduces students to researchini' inforJllation. It is an
opportunity that is also very well planned; what topic at
this !trade level can better provide for independent or
litroup research than that of your own community. Because
local study is encouraaled, all students will have access
to a variety of sources of information.
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Althoueh the authors of the text have been quite
astute in the plannin~ of concepts to be covered, the
limited number of exallples cited in the unit may result
in a superficial treatment by some teachers. Thus, this
well-formulated learnin~ experience lIay not achieve its
intended objectives because it lacks a model which
provides su~~estions for carryin~ out a local community
study.
It is for these reasons that this developer
identified a potential probleM which should be more
carefully studied so as to determine a possible solution.
ANALYSIS OF NEEDS
An inforllal survey of ~rade five teachers in the
Happy Valley-Goose Bay area indicated that suitable
materials would be useful, and would be utilized.
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated to this devel,oper
that there is interest in this type of materia 1 from
teachers on the Isiand part of the province, and that
therefore any resource Materials developed on Happy
Valley-Goose Bay would have a wider-spread application
than orieinally predicted.
Based on these initial t informal responses, it
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appeared that there may in fact be a need for sui tab 1e
materials on this topic. A survey of the literature
indicated that the materials available do not adequately
satisfy the need identified. Furthermore, there was
reason to believe that if suitable materials were
deve loped, then they wou 1d serve a usefu 1 purpose.
A more formal survey of grade five Social Studies
teachers in the Happy Valley-Goose Bay area was
undertaken to determine if the cone 1usions made by this
developer (based on informal responses) pertaining to the
need for the specified instructional materials were in
fact val id. To achieve this, a questionnaire-type
instrument (Appendix C) was designed to gather the
necessary data.
Sixteen questionnaires were distributed to teachers
in six schools in the Happy Valley-Goose Bay area which
offered the Grade Five Socia 1 Studies course. Teachers
were selected on the basis that they were currently
teaching, or had previously taught the course. Perhaps
due to the fact that teachers were contacted on a
personal basis by a researcher that they knew, the return
rate for completed questionnaires was quite good.
Fourteen of the sixteen teachers, or 87. 5~, completed and
returned the survey.
A deta i I ed summary of the resu 1ts of the survey is
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incl uded in Appendix C. It is important to note that all
.fourteen respondents (100~) indicated that there was a
need .for new or additional materials which provide a
model .for developin~ community pro.files, or a pro.file o.f
Happy Valley-Goose Bay. Similarly, all respondents (100~)
indicated that such a model would be bene.ficial .for
teachine "The Chan~ine Pattern o.f Communi ties". As well,
all respondents (100~) indicated that a pro.fi Ie o.f Happy
Valley-Goose Bay would be a suitable subject o.f study.
Only two o.f the respondents (14. 2e~) indicated any
.fami 1iari ty with instructional materials which provided a
pro.file o.f Happy Valley-Goose Bay. These respondents also
indicated that they were not satis.fied with those
materials.
One o.f these two respondents cited the materials as
beine the "Happy Valley Goose Bay Reeional Pro.file
Includine Northwest River" (Happy Valley Goose Bay
Development Corporation, n. d. ). This document was
exallined by this developer, and was .found to be
inappropriate .for students at a erade .five level. The
report was prepared .for persons who lIieht be interested
in establishine businesses in the Lake Melville area.
Thus, the docullent wou 1d perhaps be use.fu 1 as a teacher
resource, but o.f lillited use.fulness .for Illost erade .five
students.
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All fourteen (lOO~) respondents indicated that they
did not know of any instructional materials which
provided a model for study in the area of COMMUNITY
PROFILES.
The developer, on the basis of the needs analyis,
concl udes that the followin~ needs have been identified:
i) Grade Five Social Studies
students should be able to describe
the community of Happy Valley-Goose
Bay
ii) instructional materials should
be available to assist in the
achievement of the desired level of
performance
iii) a model for the study of
comlllunities should be available
These needs comprise an instructional proble. for
which a solution must be soueht.
ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS
There seeas to be only three alternative solutions
to the proble. which appears to exist. Firstly, Illaterials
already are in existence, and merely need to be made
avai lable to teachers who wish to use thea; this
18
technically appears merely to be a matter of locating the
appropriate materials and distributing them in some
Secondly, materials similar to those required are
already avai lable, and may just need to be modified to
make them appropriate for the intended use with the
specified learners.
Thirdly, no suitable materials exist, and thus it
would be necessary to develop and produce appropriate
materials, if it can be determined that a need exists for
such materials.
In order to determine which of the three alternative
solutions is appropriate, a survey of available materials
is necessary.
SURVEY OF AVAILABLE MATERIALS
A survey of the literature was conducted and the
related research is reported in the Teacher's Guide,
Appendix D. Happy Valley-Goose Bay is one community for
which adequate resource material is quite limited. Little
has been written about the brief history of this
community that would be suitable for the topic and 6trade
level involved. Frederick W. Rowe's book "A History of
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Newfound I and and Labrador" (1980) makes on I y f I eetinll
reference to Happy Valley-Goose Bay. Similarly, reference
to this town is almost non-existent in Horwood's
"Newfoundland" (lElSEl) and Stewart's "Labrador: The
World's Wild Places" (1977).
A nUMber of sources do include reference to the
history and development of this town. Some of these
include: "Report of the Royal Commission on Labrador"
(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, n. d. ), "Cain's
Land Revisited: Culture Chanite in Central Labrador,
1775-1972" (ZiMllerlY,1975), "An Initial Environment
Evaluation on A Proposal to Conduct Low Level Flyinlt
Traininll from Goose Bay, Labrador" (Landry,lEl81), "Woman
of Labrador" (Goudie,lEl73), "Allurinit Labrador"
(Saunders,lEl80), "Happy Valley Goose Bay Reltional Profile
Includinit Northwest River" (Happy Valley Goose Bay
Development Corporation, n. d.) and a privately printed
book "History of Happy Valley" (Perrault,n.d.).
RATIONALE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF MATERIALS
The resul ts of the questionnaire-survey
substantiated the previous assumptions of this developer,
and thus the concl usion was made that there was a need
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for materials to be developed and produced in the form of
a community profile of Happy Valley-Goose Bay which could
supplement the unit "The Chanlrinlr Pattern of Communi ties"
in the Grade Five Social Studies course, and serve as a
model for studyinlr' communi ties.
The survey of avai lable materials indicated that
many of the publ ications do deal, to various de£rees,
with the history and development of Happy Valley-Goose
Bay. However, the problem with these materials is that
they are not entirely suitable for students at the £rade
five level. Most of the references are of a readinlr level
beyond a lIIajority of students at this level. Also, many
of the docuaents are of a technical nature, and selectin£
the appropriate information from the vast amount of
material would be an onerous task for a £rade five
student. A further complication is the limited
avai labl i ty of sOllie of the publ ications. because they
£overnment documents. or silllply out of print. Thus the
problem exists that at least one cOlllauni ty in this,
province has very little docuaentation of its history and
developaent (in either a print or non-print format) which
is accessible to, and suitable for £rade five students.
Therefore, since a need has been establ ished for
such materials, these lIIaterials will have to be developed
and produced since nothinlr appropriate presently exists.
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OUTLINE OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
A number of educators have stressed the importance
of a systematic approach for the development of learninif
exper iences. Ty I er (1860) proposed a four step process
for curriculum development which consisted of:
i) decidinl[ the educational
purposes
ii) selectinl[ the educational
experiences to attain them
iii) orl[anizinl[ the experiences
iv) findinl[ ways to determine if
the purposes were attained.
Hilda Taba sUl[l[ested a model which appeared to build
on that of Tyler. Taba's model (1862) was comprised of
the followinl[ steps:
i) diaanosis of needs
ii) formulation of objectives
iii) selection of content
iv) orl[anization of content
v) selection of learninl[
experiences
vi) orl[anization of learninl[
experiences
vii) deteraination of what to
eva I uate and the ways and Illeans of
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doinll it
In later years, a number of educators have focused
on the concept of a systematic approach to instructional
development. Many of the models that have been proposed
include elements similiar to the models of Tyler (1950)
and Taba (1962).
Davis, Alexander, and Yelon state that there are two
characteristics of the systems approach to instruction.
"The teaching-learning process is an
arranllement whereby a teacher and
student can interact wi th one
another. The specific purpose of this
interaction is to faci I i tate student
learninll. The second characteristic
of the system approach is the use of
a specific methodolollY for desillning
learning systems. This methodolollY
consists of systematic procedures for
planning, designing, carrying out,
and eva I uating the tota I process of
learning and teaching."
(Davis, Alexander, & Yelon,1974:302)
Gagne and Briggs discuss designing instructional
systellls in the context that
"The term "systeMs approach" is often
used to refer to a systeMatic process
for desillninll any sized "chunk" of
instruction, ranging froM a lesson or
module to an entire course of even to
a curriculuM."
(Gallne and Briggs, 1974: 227)
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COlfer provides a model which describes the elements
o£ an instructional system. This model consists o£ the
£ollowinlf stepsz
i) define instructional problem
ii) determine students'
characteristics
iii) develop learninlf objectives
iv) specify subject content
v) develop learninlf activities
vi) select media
vii) identify required supportive
services
viii) eval uate systems
ix) analyze feedback
NOTE: .this model proposes
revision for steps (iii) to (ix).
(Colfer,1974: 16)
At this staee of the instruction8"1 development
process, this developer has defined the instructional
problell, and proposes to follow elements of an
instructional system as outlined by COlfer to solve the
proble. that has been identi£ied.
In the opinion of this developer, the steps that
would be involved in this specific instance are as
follows:
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i) Analysis of the intended
learners
ii) Analysis of the tasks
involved and the intended learnin.r
outcomes
iii) Compiiin~ a comprehens i ve
history and modern day profile of
Happy Va 11 ey-Goose Bay
iv) Oevelopin.r learnin.r
activi ties which wi 11 assist students
in achievin.r intended learnin.r
outcomes
v) Selectin.r a suitable media
format
vi) Producin.r the instructional
packaee
vii) Evaluatine the effectiveness
of the instructional packa.re
viii) Modifying the Materials, if
necessary
ix) Re-evaluatin.r the
effectiveness of the instructional
packa.re
x) Oistributin.r the •
instructional packa.re for use when it
successfully assists students to
achieve the intended learnin.r
outcomes.
These steps wIll be explained in further detail in
the chapters which follow.
CHAPTER III
LEARNER ANALYSIS
OVERVIEW OF RELEVANT CHARACTERISTICS
In the previous chapter, the developer outl ined the
steps that were to be followed utilizing a systems
approach to instructional development once an
instructional problem had been defined. An analysis of
the intended learners is required in order to develop
appropriate learning objectives, specify subject content
develop learning activities.
The group identified as the intended learners is in
fact a very broad group. Any grade five student in the
province of Newfoundland and Labrador ~ould be a learner
that is presented with this instructional package. To
facilitate the analysis of intended learners, the
developer first examined the general characteristics of
arade five students in this province, and then selected
specific groups of students for more in-depth analysis.
The developer referred to the "Report of the
E 1eaentary Standards Testing Progralll 1984 II (Governlllent of
Newfoundland and Labrador, 1985) in an attelllpt to
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identify the ski 11 s that Grade Five students possess.
This report describes the resul ts of 10,279 Grade Four
students on the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills,
administered in the fall of 1984. The majority of those
students tested wou 1d make up the popu 1ation of Grade
Five students; the intended learners for this
instructional packaire. The developer made the assumption
that ski 11 s possessed by the group tested in 1984 wou 1d
be present, and perhaps even better developed by the
Grade Five population. This assumption was made since
they are, with some exceptions, the same students that
were tested in 1984.
Of particular interest to the developer were the
ski lIs which comprise the Work-Study: Visual Materials
section of the tests. These are:
Locatinir and Describing Places
Determining Direction
Determining Distance
Interpreting and Relating Data
Inferring Behavior and Living
Conditions
Reading Amounts
Comparing Quantities
Interpreting Relationships and Trends
(Government of Newfoundland and
Labrador, 1986; 30 )
Students performed an average of 4.75 points (with a
range of 2 to 7 points) below the national nor III for these
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skills. The effect of an additional year in school
su~~ests to the developer that these ski lIs would be
better developed in the students.
To ~et a more complete overview of the ~rade five
student, the deve 1oper consu 1ted wi th severa 1 teachers
having experience at that grade level. These
consultations resulted in the summary which follows.
The majority of students in ~rade five have reached
the age of ten. There are of course exceptions to this.
Rarely will a student be below the aire of nine, but there
are frequent instances of students who are eleven,
twelve, or even thirteen.
It is difficul t to describe the average fifth
~rader's readin~ level. The range of readinir levels may
vary from grade three through to grade ten or higher. The
majority of students usually are concentrated near the
grade four to six level, with a range ~f two years not
considered unusua 1.
By aire ten, many students are beirinninir to
purposefully seek ways to develop skills. There is still
a tendency to foriret thinlls easily. Generally, the
student is able to work independently, but may need
help, yet may often initiate a request for help.
Students at this aire level irenerally are developinir
a better command of time and space. They show the
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capacity for self-criticism. The be/tinnin/ts of cri tica 1
and abstract thinking are becoming evident. Most grade
five students are at the stage of concrete operations.
They can understand conservation of qua 1 i ties such as
vol ume, leni{th and weii{ht.
The preceding overview provided by teachers
experienced with children at that /trade level is
reinforced by the description of the ten-year old which
is contained in the "Design for Social Studies K-VI in
Newfoundland and Labrador". It is stated that:
"Ten-year-olds are poised, relaxed, and
1 ike seven-year olds, are
introspective and reflective, but at
this ai{e they reach a point of
balance and adaptation to their world
that they have never had before and
may not have again for another
decade. This good adjustment can be
seen in the school behavior of
ten-year-olds. They are cooperative,
considerate, and responsible to
authority. They want to learh, are
greatly stimulated by praise and
success, like to plan in llroups,
think for theMselves, and Make
decisions. They are soakini{ up
inforMation rather than integrating
it, but perhaps this is a necessary
preparation for the atteMpts at
intei{ration that wi 11 cOllle later.
They are deve 1op i ng the abiIi ty to
conceive of geographical space and to
form concepts of successive epochs.
Tens enj oy research. They read
realistic literature, look for heroes
in historical characters and in youn&,
adu 1ts wi thin their observation and
fro III whom they derive value codes.
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They are happily busy and active in
whatever they do. know the sheer joy
of living and playin~. and have the
stamina and rebound needed in
physical activities."
(Government of Newfoundland and
Labrador. n. d. : 54-55 )
The limitations of the child's thinking are due to a
dependence upon concrete objects. It is important. durina'
this time. that students be presented with concrete
objects which can be handled. or ima~es which can be
seen. Without these. the chi ld wi 11 have difficul ty in
classifying and characterizin~ objects and concepts.
In order to accurately develop appropriate learnin~
objectives. the developer required a more specific
assessment of the intended learners' characteristics.
Grade five classes were se 1ected for a more deta i 1ed
learner analysis.
The learners assessed in the learner analysis would
subsequently become the group used in t;he evaluation of
the instructiona 1 package's effectiveness. For th is
reason. a number of factors influenced the selection of
classes to be studied.
The developer concluded that these learners should
not have been exposed to 1earn i n~ exper i ences invo 1v i ng
the subject content proposed for this instructional
package. Thus. classes in the Happy Valley-Goose Bay
were considered inappropriate. This study would be
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conducted late in the 1985-86 school and students
would have undoubtedly completed the unit examining their
own community. The needs assessment indicates that
instructional materials should improve the effectiveness
of instruction. Thus, any prior learning may bias the
results that might otherwise be obtained.
The developer also decided to select classes which
offered a variety of learner backgrounds. In this way,
the student sample would be representative of a number of
classes and thus increase the appl icabi 1 i ty of subsequent
conc 1usions.
Finally, the developer decided that the classes
would be in the St. John' s area. This would allow the
developer to have 1lI0re efficient contact with the
teachers involved with the study. Lonir delays would not
resul t due to transportation of materials or the need for
consul tat ions between the developer an~ teachers.
CHARACTERISTICS OF CLASSES SELECTED FOR STUDY
GROUP A - GOULDS ELEMENTARY, GOULDS;
The thirty-one students who constitute this irrade
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five class attend a rural school. There is a student
population of four hundred twenty-five. and a teachinll
staff of twenty-two. Ninety percent of the chi ldren are
bussed to school and relllain there for the entire day. The
students cOile froll three separate and very distinct
cOllllllunities.
One cOllllluni ty is completely rural where the main
livelihood of the people is fishinll or other jobs related
to the fishinll industry.
The second community is semi-rural. Here there are
several farms and about one-half the comlllunity lives in a
. rural settinll. The reMainder of the town resembles an
urban area. It is made up of a fairly laree subdivision
where life Iloes on llIuch the salle as in any larlle
comlllunity.
The third town is actually the suburb of a city.
Life here is in a transition phase. havinll almost
cOMpletely 1Il0ved froll a rural to an urban settinll. It
could. in fact. be terlled seMi-urban.
Frolll this it can be seen that the children in this
school do indeed cOllie from a mixed backeround of rural
and urban settinlls.
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RELEVANT CHARACTERISTICS:
This class consists of twenty-seven students at a.re
ten. and four students at a.re eleven. Twenty of the
students are Male and eleven are female. for a total
class population of thirty-one.
The Majority of students in this class are readin.r
at the .rrade four to six level. with some above and below
this range. Most of the students are pro.rressin.r quite
well in all subject areas. incl udin~ social studies. The
teacher did not report any factors which would indicate
any special considerations which should be taken into
account for these students. The students .renerally have a
very .rood attitude towards school. They are ea.rer to
learn and want to do well.
For the 1Il0st part. the learnin~ which takes place at
this particular school takes place in a positive
atmosphere. The teachers strive to make learnin.r pleasant
for the student.
The environMent of the school is an enthusiastic
one; besides the reil/:ular classroom activities. students
are encoura.red to take part in a variety of
extra-curricular activities. Several times during the
year. there are school asse.blies and students are
encoura.red to participate by sin.rin.r. dancin.r. or
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chora l-speakinlit. A definite effort is made to provide a
pleasant and positive environment where learninlit not only
occurs in the classroom, but in places outside the class
as well.
The home environments are generally good. The
children come from families of middle class and lower
middle class socio-economic status. Most of the falllil ies
have two workinlit parents. At least three chi ldren come
from families livinlit on social assistance, three are from
one-parent fami lies, and some are from homes where
seasonal employment is common.
Most of the homes are conduc i ve to I earn i nlit •
Chi ldren are encouralited to be independent, and learninlit
is encouraged. Parents want their chi ldren to do well;
the needed support to accompl ish this is provided in most
cases. Many of the homes have books and readinlit materials
available.
GROUP B - NEWTOWN ELEMENTARY, MOUNT PEARL:
The twenty-four students of this grade five class
are part of a student population which totals five
hundred ninety-two. The school is located in a relatively
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lar~e suburban area next to st. John' s. There is a
teachin~ staff of twenty-nine.
RELEVANT CHARACTERISTICS:
This class is composed of thirteen males and eleven
females. Twenty-three of the students are at a~e ten, and
is at eleven.
Newtown is a new, well-planned residential area of
Mount Pearl. All students live in Newtown except for two
~irls who live on farlls on Brookfield Road. For the most
part, the students are chi 1dren of parents who are of
middle to lower middle class socio-economic status.
Seventy-five percent of the students have two workin~
parents. One student is from a one-parent family.
The class is ~enerally avera~e in ability. The ran~e
is narrow with no students very hi~h or very low in
ability.
An eleven year old boy is an inteitrated special
education student who is repeatin~ grade fi ve. He
receives all Lan~ua~e Arts and Math instruction from the
special education teacher; the remaininit instruction is
received in the ~rade five class. The student has
learnin~ disabilities, but has been makin~ very ~ood
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proltress in all areas.
The Grade Five Social studies text is used
extensively. Research projects are used
instructional .fo.rmat as much as possible. The
library/resource centre is not well stocked with
materials about this province, so the teacher tries to
brinlt as much into the classroo. as is possible. Some o.f
teachinlt approaches used in the Grade Five Social Studies
pro£ram include: lirroup discussion, role playinlt, creative
wri tinlt, viewin6f audio-visual materials (.fi Ims, video
tapes), presentations .from resource people, and creative
art displays.
A supp 1ementary resource was used to deve 1op map
ski lIs. Teachers plan aotivities to enhance knowledlire
about New.foundland and Labrador.
The students enjoy Social Studies, and the
discussion periods are usually very lively. O.f particular
interest to students is the history component o.f the
pro6fram, and students are researchin6f a community of
their choice to prepare a paper to be shared with the
class.
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GROUP C - ST. JOHN BOSCO SCHOOL, SHEA HEIGHTS, ST.
JOHN'S:
The thirty-five students in this ~rade five class
all live in the same community. Until recently, the
community was an entity in its own right, but was
subsequently annexed by the city of St. John's. The area
is economically depressed, and unemployment is a problem
for many fallilies. The school has a student population of
five hundred seventy-eight, and a teaching staff of
thirty-six.
RELEVANT CHARACTERISTICS:
This ~rade five class consists of· fourteen males and
twenty-one females. There are twenty-six students at a~e
ten, seven at a~e eleven, and two at a~e twelve. The
total enrolment is thirty-five.
The students are from back~rounds rangin~ from
middle class to low' socio-economic status. There is a
hi~h frequency of communications and relationships
amongst the fami 1 ies in this community. Employment is
sporatic in about one-third of the fami 1 ies.
The ability level of students ran~es from low (eight
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cases) to avera~e (twenty-six cases) through to high (one
case).
The achievement level of these students is somewhat
di.f.ferent from the abi I i ty 1eve 1. Thirty-one students are
.functioning at or above grade level; .four are .functioning
below grade level. O.f the .four who are .functioning below
grade 1eve 1, one is j ud~ed by the teacher to be of
averalle abi 1 i ty. This sU~llests that .fi ve of the students
considered to be o.f low abi 1 i ty are in fact workin~ hard
enough to function at llrade level.
Students' overall interest in school work is
generally high. Most o.f the children will try to meet the
requirements expected o.f them. Parents' interest in their
chi 1dren •s schoo I achievement is reasonab 1y hiith and
sincere in most cases. However, this interest is not
translated into actual help in about fifty percent of the
cases. This is due primarily to .family C?ircumstances,
which may inc 1ude an inabi 1 i ty to provide the hel p
required by the chi Idren.
The Social Studies background o.f the children is
1 imi ted. They completed a course in llrade four, and
showed only minimal interest towards the subject. The
students are demonstratinit a ~reater interest in this
year' s course, but their concept o.f time, space,
lleographical location, and maps is limited.
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The overa 11 1ane;uae;e abi 1 i ty of the students is
average. Spoken langua~e is better developed than written
expression. The students are able to express themselves
in written work, but require improvement in the technical
aspects of writing.
SUMMARY
It is the opinion of the developer that the
provincial profi Ie of the student population in
conjunction with the profile of selected classes of grade
five students provides a fairly detailed description of
the intended learners. Table 1 summarizes the data on the
classes se 1ected for detai 1ed study.
SUMMARY OF DATA ON THE CLASSES
SELECTED FOR STUDY
GROUP A GROUP B GROUP C TOTAL
AGE
10 years 27 23 26 76
11 years 4 1 7 12
12 years 0 0 2 2
TOTAL 31 24 35 90
SEX
male 20 13 14 47
female 11 11 21 43
TABLE 1.
Most of the students in this sa.ple are functionin~
at or near &,rade level in readin~ and subject area. They
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demonstrate an interest in school generally, and also in
the social studies proflram. There appears to be no
indication of major deviations in abi I i ty or achievement
level which would suggest that they would not be able to
adequately cope with material and or concepts designed
for an average student functioning at the grade f1 ve
level. Al thou(lh there are differences in socio-economic
back(lrounds, it appears that the students' level of
motivation and interest adequately cOlllpensates for these
differences. Furthermore, the varyin(i' school and
community profiles should increase the applicability of
the resu I ts.
CHAPTER IV
TASK ANALYSIS
Turnbull, Strickland and Brantley describe a task
analysis as
"the process by which tasks are broken down
into sequential components, [and]
invol ves isolating, describing, and
sequencing a 11 the necessary
subtasks, which, when mastered, wi 11
enable the student to per£orm the
terlllina 1 behavior ... "
(1982: 145)
Coger (1975) describes a model which illustrates the
elements o£ an instructional system. One o£ the elements
invol ves developing learning objectives (Coger, 1975). To
accompl ish this,
"needs identi£ied £rom val id needs
assessment procedures are £irst
translated into goal statements, and
then the goal statements are
translated into statements o£
object i ves. "
(Kib 1er and Basssett, 1977: 53)
Simi 1 iarly, Gagne and Briggs state that "beginning
with the results o£ the needs analysis, the next step to
be undertaken is to describe goals and objectives £or the
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instructional system" (16174:217).
Burton and Herri 11 define goals as what "oultht to
be" (16177: 361). Kibler and Bassett distinlluish between
goals and objectives in that
"goals cOIIJlunicate general
educational outcomes that are
long-range, while objectives
communicate specific outcoJles that
are short-ranlte."
(16177: 64)
The task analysis process is one which
"wi 11 faci 1 i tate the identification
of subordinate objectives and the
deteraination of appropriate
sequenc i nit of instruct i ona 1 un i ts. "
(Burton and Herri II, 16177: 361)
In order to successfully move a student from one
level of perforllance to another, instr\i"ctional objectives
should be used to sequentially identify ski lIs lyinlt
between the status quo, and the specified Iloal. Tux'nbull,
Strickland and Brantley state that short-terll
instructional objectives wi 11 specify the "instructional
sequence for achievinlt the annual 2'oal" (16182:146).
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STATEMENT OF GOALS
In Chapter II of this report, it was concluded that
students in Grade Five Social Studies need to be able to
describe the communi ty of Happy Va 11 ey-Goose Bay. This
need can be translated into a &,oal which states that
Grade Five Social Studies students be able to describe
the characteristics of Happy Valley-Goose Bay as a
comlllunity. In the opinion of the developer, this is the
more important ~oal, and a task analysis will be
performed to determine the instructional sequence for
achievin~ this &,oal.
A second need was identified in Chapter II. It
could be translated into a &,oal which states that Grade
Five Social Studies students compare the characteristics -
of a community to those of a model - Happy Valley-Goose
Bay. This is a secondary &,oal since in order to achieve
it, the primary &,oal must first be realized.
The third need that was identified invol ves ~he
means of achievin&, the two previously stated ~oals. It
refers to the availability of instructional materials
which would facilitate the achievement of those !foals.
For this reason, it is not stated as a &,oal in itself.
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TASKS AND SUBTASKS
Galtne sultltests that an analysis of the learnin£
tasks required for any Itiven intellectual ski 11 can be
carried out by askin£ "What simpler skill(s) would a
learner have to possess in order to learn ski 11 X, the
absence of which would make it impossible for him to
learn skill X?" 0977:132-134).
Turnbull, Strickland and Brantley (1982) specify
three steps which can be used to isolate, describe, and
sequence tasks. These are:
"1. Workina in reverse from the
established annual £oal or terminal
behavior.
2. Workina forward from the present
level of performance to the annual
Itoal.
3. Establishin£ the annual Itoal by
workina forward from the present
level of performance."
(Turnbull, Strickland and Brantley,
1982: 145)
These procedures have in comlllon the premise of
successive ski 11 development that Galtne (1977) has
proposed. "The prerequisites of an intellectual skill
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also have prerequisites" (Ga£ne, 16177: 132). The
"resul tin~ instructional plan should be one in which each
objective, presented in a lo~ical, systematic fashion, is
necessary for the attainment of the annual ~oal"
(Turnbull, Strickland and Brantley, 16182: 145). This
premise is endorsed by the developer, and wi 11 form the
basis of the task analysis for the primary ~oal that has
been identified.
"When the process of learnin~ task analysis is
carried out at successive levels of complexity, the
resul t is what is called a learnin~ hierarchy" (Ga~ne,
16177:132). Fi~ure 1 illustrates the learnin~ hierarchy
of skills required to achieve the ~oal that Grade Five
Social Studies students be able to describe the
characteristics of Happy Valley-Goose Bay as a cOllmunity.
The developer used the premise proposed by Turnbull,
Strickland and Brantley which states that objectives be
"presented in a lo~ical, systematic fashion •.. ne~essary
for the attainment of the annual ~oal" (16182: 145). This
premise, when applied in conjuction with Ga~ne's question
"What simpler skill(s) would a learner have to possess in
order to learn ski 11 X, the absence of which would make
it impossible for him to learn skill X?" (16177:132-134),
~uided the developer in the analysis of the learnin~
tasks.
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The result of the task analysis was the list of
objectives necessary to achieve the intended goal which
appears as the highest number on the list. The simpler
ski lIs that the 1earner wou ld have to possess in order to
achieve that ~oal appear as lower numbers on the 1ist.
The developer identiried the rollowing objectives through
the task analysis process!
13. Describe the characteristics or
Happy Valley-Goose Bay as a community
12. State why people leave the
comllunity
11. State why livini( expenses are
hi~her in this community
10. State why people come to live in
the community
9. Describe how an increase in the
number of people in a community can
resu 1t in more opportunities for
emploYllent
8. State the types of employment
present in the community that are not
directly involved with the airport or
the mi 1 i tary
7. State the types of employment
present in the community that are
directly involved with the airport or
the mi 1 i tary
S. State the major chani(es that have
occurred in the cOIll.uni ty
5. State why the cOllllunity was
ori~inally established
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4. List the year-round llIodes of
transportation 1 inkin~ the cOlllllluni ty
with lar.rer centres on the island
part of the province
3. Describe the comlllunity's location
in relation to (i) nearby
cOlllmunities, (ii) nearby body of
water and (iii) other parts of the
province
2. State the population of the
cOllllllunity
1. Locate the cOlllllluni ty on a llIap
ASSUMPTIONS AND ENTRY BEHAVIOR
When conductin~ the task analysis, the developer
llIade certain assumptions about ski lis already possessed
by the learner. These were based on the learner analysis
conducted in Chapter III of this report. Otherwise, the
analysis of simpler tasks required to achieve the
intended .roal would extend back llIuch further than has
been indicated by this task analysis.
The developer referred to the "Report of the '
Elementary Standards Testina Proaralll 1884" (Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador, 1885) in an attellpt to
identify the skills that Grade Five students possess.
This report describes the results of 10,278 Grade Four
students on the Canadi an Tests of Basic Ski 11 s,
adlllinistered in the fall of 1884. Of particular interest
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to the developer were the ski lIs 1isted in the
Work-Study: Visual Materials section of the tests. These
appear to relevant to the ski lIs students would need to
have developed in order to successfully achieve the
intended ~oal identified by the developer. Althou~h Grade
Four students are not operatin~ at the national norm in
this particular section. there is evidence that they do
have the rudiaents of skills necessary to achieve the
objectives described in the task analysis. The effect of
additional year in school on .the improvement of these
skills sUIl~ests to the developer that students should be
capable of successfully achieving the specified
object i ves.
The overall characteristics of the intended learners
derived by the developer as a result of discussions with
~rade five teachers appear to confirm ·these conclusions.
The detailed analysis of selected grade five classes also
appears to support the conclusion that litrade five
students should be capable of achievinlit the specif~ed
objectives.
In conjunction with the learner analysis. the
developer made assulllptions about learnin~ that would have
occurred as a resu 1t of the scope and sequence of the
Grade Five Social Studies curriculum. Before the topic of
"The Chanlitinlit Pattern of Co••unities" is introduced.
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students should have learned about: Newfoundland and
Labrador's place in relation to Canada, as well as
Canada's place in relation to the world; cl illlate and how
it varies in different parts of the province; services
required by people; and unemployment.
Based on the previous assumptions, the developer
selected objective number three (3) to be the entry
point, and objective number twelve (12) to be the exit
point for the instruction. These are illustrated in the
1earnin~ hierarchy (Fi~ure 1.).
BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
Padzensky and Gibson state that "behavioral
objectives tell us exactly what each student should be
able to do at the end of instruction" (1975: 15). Kibler
and Bassett prefer to use the term "performance
objectives" (1977: 55) to define the statements of ~hat
students wi 11 be ab 1e to do or how they wi 11 be expected
to behave after completin6t a prescribed unit or course of
instruct i on.
Behavioral objectives specify:
"1. The expected behavior,
2. The condition under which the
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behavior wi 11 occur,
3. The criteria £or attainment ...
(Turnbu 11, Strick1and and Brant 1ey,
1982: 147).
Re~ardless of whether they are called per£ormance
objectives, or behavioral objectives, they are written,
verbal descriptions o£ speci£ic terminal behaviors or
instructional outcomes required of students to si6rni£y
successful completion of their study. Accordinitly,
per£ormance (or behavioral) objectives identi£y the end
products or terlllinal per£orlllances o£ instruction in terllls
o£ observable, llIeasureable behavior (Kibler and Bassett,
1977).
The use o£ objectives which identify the terlllinal
perforlllances of instruction in terms of llIeasureable
behavior has a number of distinct advanta~es. These
incl ude: i) a more efficient direction of the learner's
behavior; ii) llIore effective planninl{ of instruction by
the teacher; and iii) cOllllllunication about what is to be
learned is facilitated in the educational cOllllllunity
(Kibler and Basset~, 1977).
The advanta~es described for behavioral objectives
have illlportant illlpi ications for this report. In order to
effectively determine what has been learned, the
developer translated the objectives identified throul{h
the task analysis process into measureable behavior or
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performance. The followin~ behavioral objectives were
~enerated:
1. The student discriminates the
community's location by selectina: two
communi ties which are near Happy
Valley-Goose Bay from a 1ist of four
pairs of communi ties.
2. The student discriminates the
community's location by selectin&, the
body of water which is closest to
Happy Valley-Goose Bay from a 1ist of
four bodies of water.
3. The student discriminates the
communi ty' s location in relation to
the rest of the province by selectini'
the correct description from a 1ist
of four descriptions.
4. The student classifies the year-
round modes of transportation 1 inkin&,
the community to lara:er centres on
the island by statini' in writin&, the
form of transportation which connects
the town to the island for the entire
year.
5. The student states in wri tin~ the
reason why Goose Bay was ori~'inally
establ ished.
6. The student states in writin~ the
reason why Happy Va 11 ey was
oria:inally establ ished.
7. The ·student states in wri tina: the
reason why the town is now called
Happy Va 11 ey-Goose Bay.
8. The student states in wri tin&, two
major chana:es that have occurred in
the community.
9. The student identifies types of
employment that are directly involved
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with the airport or military by
1istin~ three occupations which form
this cate~ory.
10. The student identifies types of
employment that are not directly
involved with the airport or military
by 1istin~ three occupations which
form this cate~ory.
11. The student i'enerates, by
synthesizin~ the appl icable
information, a written description of
how an increase in the number of
people livin~ in a community can
resu 1t in more opportunities for
employment.
12. The student demonstrates, by
statin~ in writin~, one reason why
people come to live in the community.
13. The student i'enerates, by
synthesizin~ the appl icable
information, a written statement
which explains why 1ivin~ expenses
are hii'her in Happy Valley-Goose Bay.
14. The student demonstrates, by
statin~ in writing, one reason why
people leave the community ..
These behavioral objectives were used to construct
test items for a pre-test instrument (Appendix A) and a
post-test instrument (Appendix B). Table 2 ill ustrates
the relationship between tasks, behavioral objectives and
test items.
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L••rn1nl' Hierarchy
FIGURE 1.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TASKS, BEHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVES AND TEST ITEMS
TASK
3(1)
3( i1)
3( iii)
10
11
12
BEHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVE
10
11
12
13
14
PRE-TEST
ITEM
10
11
12
13
14
POST-TEST
ITEM
10
11
12
13
14
TABLE 2.
CHAPTER V
RATIONALE FOR THE CHOICE OF MEDIA
BACKGROUND
The importance of resources in the learninlr process
is not an issue that finds its roots in the computer alre.
Lucille Far~o sUlratested that educators should use a
variety of resources as a means of "puttinlr into the
hands of pupils the necessary tools for further
achievement" (1913: 760). Louis Wi Ison stated the
i Illportance of IRater i a 1s such as s 1 ides. f i 1ms. and sound
recordinlrs as aids to learninlr (1943:6). Mary E. Hall
( 1925). Wi 11 iam S. Gray (1943). Bessie Smith (1916). and
Horace Mann (1839) similarly stressed .the importance of
resource materials as alternatives to the limitations of
the textbook.
Catherine Barker and Brian Burnham surveyed the
research findinlrs and professional opinion pub 1 ished in
Canada and the United States frolll 1962 to 1968. They
found lrenera 11 y
that textbook-oriented ~roup
instruction is increasinlrly
unsatisfactory. Schools are faced ••••
with the problem of educatinlr a
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itrowinit number of students to the
hi~her standards required by the
risinlt tide of knowledite and by
society's increasinit emphasis on the
value of education.
(Barker and Burnham, 18S8: 4)
The findin~s of Barker and Burnham further indicate
that the "traditiona 1 methods cannot cope wi th the rapid
proliferation of knowled£e and technical innovations" and
that "learninlt experiences should incl ude more
opportuni ties for independent inquiry, personal
discovery, and self-directed experimentation to encoura£e
productive and autonoMous thou£ht" (Barker and Burnham,
18S8: 4).
As observed by Barker and Bunham, the textbook
appears to hold a proJlinent place in llIany school
pr0itraMs. It is sult£ested by these writers, and others,
that the textbook is in fact too prominent in the
education process. Davies notes that "1iraditionally, the
textbook has served as the so 1e source of know 1edite, the
alpha and omelta of classroom teach i nlil''' (1878: 28) • '
In addition to the dependency on a textbook, many
schools suffer from the traditional class approach. "All
children, relil'ardless of ability and promise, study the
same textbook, complete the same assiitnlllents, take the
sallie tests. All experience a prolil'ram desilil'ned to fit no
one in particular" (Davies, 1878: 28). Barker and Burnham
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allell:e that "traditional educati'on denies the £act o£
individual di££erences in abilities, interests, rates o£
learnine-, and socio-intellectual backjfrounds" (1968: 4).
C. ilia 1ter Stone (1963) sue-e-ests that educational
e-oals are rapidly chanjfine- within the context o£ the
chane-ed nature o£ modern society (created by the burst o£
techno 1oe-y). ilia 1ter lIIi ttich and Char 1es Schu 11 er (1973)
point to the tremendous technoloirical £eats which
culminated with a man standing on the moon; an event
which was witnessed almost instantaneously by nearly two
billion people on earth.
"Perhaps the greatest challene-e in teachinjf arises
£rom the current rapid expansion o£ knowledge in many
areas" (Brown, Lewis, Harcleroad, 1964:3). As a result o£
the expansion o£ knowledge, many educators have a££ected
a number o£ chane'es that relate to the use o£ resources.
Joan Brewer cites a number o£ reasons £or these changes:
a) Emphasis on the learner
b) Individual di££erences
c) Techno I og i ca I chane'e
d) Chanjfes in curricu I um
e) Chane'~s in methods o£ instruction
£) Education £or leisure
e-) Need £or in£ormation
(Brewer, 1981)
The knowledge explosion has £orced teachers to
shi£t their emphasis (Brewer, 1981). Students are
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discoverin£ ideas or information for themse 1ves
opposed to bein~ the passive recipients of the teacher's
words. When one considers that knowled~e doubles in ei~ht
to ten years (Davies.1974). it appears inconceivable to
teach a fixed body of knowled£e that wi 11 remain current.
Instead. students have to be educated in a way that wi 11
allow them to discover and learn for themselves. Such a
shift wi 11 cause a student
to investi£ate and examine multiple
sources. In the course of his search.
he wi 11 assimi late some of the
essential facts concernin~ the topic.
More important. he will be usin~
these facts in a creative and
productive way to arrive at his own
i ndependent cone 1us ions.
(Rossoff. 1961: 13)
In this age of knowlege explosion. technological
1 i mi tat ions of today are eas i 1y overcome tomllorrow. Thus.
providin~ a student with a fixed body f knowled~e may
not serve him for a very lone time. whereas teachin£ him
to discover and learn on his own wi 11 serve him for a
1ifetime.
Brewer (1981) indicates that meetin£ the needs of
individual students has been promoted by educational
specialists for many years. "The promise of an optimum
education dellands that teaching and learnin~ be
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individualized, that students receive their
education commensurate with their special needs,
interests, goals, abilities, and concerns" (Davies,
1979: 29).
"New audiovisual techniques make possible a process
of communication more immediate, more vi tal, and more
effective for many students than the printed word"
(Barker and Burnham, 19S8: 4). Today' s chi I dren are qu i te
fami I iar with many of the media formats, so much so that
they are "as accustomed to usin~ nonprint media as
students traditionally have been accustomed to using the
textbook" (Davies, 1979:29).
Because of the shift in emphasis fro III the textbook
to the learner, there has been a subsequent shift in
curricul UJI content and desilln. "Rillid divisions between
subjects have been disre~arded; teachers have been
encouraged to desilln courses to suitt e needs of
students in their own school, using a variety of
materials, and, increasinllly, makinll their own materials
or adaptinll commercially prepared materials" (Brewer,
1981:39).
Educators are preparinll students to deal with the
tremendous pace of technolollical developJlent.
In an istructional prograJl of
excellence, content is no lonller
restricted to a textbook and classrooms
must provide a Ilreater dimension of
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depth, breadth, and relevance. Depth
of understanding develops more fully
and adequately the topics, concepts,
exper i ences, and act i v i ties mere I y
introduced in the classroom. Breadth
of understanding introduces
si£nificant topics, concepts,
exper i ences , and act i v i ties not
mentioned in the classroom but
directly related to the learning task
at hand. Relevance by personalizing
and/or contemporizing learning
compensates for the I imi tations of
textbook and course of study.
(Davies, 1979:40)
To achieve the instructional program of excellence
suggested by Davies, the use of resources is most
important, providing the depth, breadth and relevance
required for such a program of excellence, and
compensating "for inadequate textbook and classroom
information" (Davies, 1979:40).
The tremendous rate of knowledge explosion, and the
subsequent shift in emphasis from fact memorization to
learning how to learn appears to be the predominant tone
suggested by the writers cited. The changing role of the
teacher froll a fountainhead of knowledge to a faci I i tator
of learning has implications for the use of resources of
lIany types if the education process is to respond to the
demands placed on it by the technological changes of
today •s society.
Crall. and Fizzard appear to be in accord with this'
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trend. It has been clearly demonstrated, in the opinion
of this developer, that their book "Our Province,
Newfoundland and Labrador" (Cramm and Fizzard, 1983),
which currently serves as the text for Grade Five Social
Studies, is desi~ned in such a way to promote an
understanding of trends, an awareness that circulllstances
llIay change, and a knowledge of how to find and interpret
inforlllation.
In light of the research cited, it appears
appropriate to consider a vari tey of aedia forllats in
designing supplellentary llaterials for a text which
incorporates such an approach.
SURVEY OF ATTITUDES TOWARD MEDIA
A questionnaire was used to deterllline the attitudes
of teachers towards various .edia forllOats. This
questionnaire was incorporated into one to deterllline the
need for supple.entary llaterials for the unit entitled
"The Changing Pattern of Coa.uni ties", and a salllple of
the instru.ent is included in Appendix C. 0
Sixteen questionnaires were distributed to teachers
in six schools in the Happy Valley-Goose Bay area which
offered the Grade Five Social Studies course. Teachers
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were selected on the basis that 'they were currently
teachinir. or had previously tauirht the course presently
being used in Grade Five Social Studies. Perhaps due to
the fact that teachers were contacted on a personal basis
by a researcher that they knew, the return rate for
completed questionnaires was quite irood. Fourteen of the
sixteen teachers. or 87.5:;, completed and returned the
survey.
Teachers were asked to rate nine proposed formats
for instructiona 1 val ue and for sui tabi 1 i ty. and to
assign a rank value for each. "Instructional value"
referred to the effectiveness of each medium in achieving
learning objectives. "Suitability" referred to the
appropriateness of the medium to particular classroom
situations. This would include such considerations as
accessibi 1 i ty of appropriate equipment, the teacher' s
fami 1iari ty with the operation of equipment, faci 1ities
for darkening a room to enhance viewinir, etc. "Rank
val ue" indicated the teacher' s preference for each
medium. A rank value of ONE indicated a highest
preference.
Table 3 summarizes the results of the survey. and
indicates where each media was placed for each of the
categories. Detailed information regardinir the results of
this survey is included in Appendix C.
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RESULTS OF CHOICE OF MEDIA SURVEY
MEDIA
audio-tape
b. slides
book 1et wi th
sound filmstrip
d. booklet only
e. fi Imstrip
f. filmstrip plus
audio-tape
~. sl ides pI us
audio-tape
h. sl ides pI us
wri tten script
i. videotape
TABLE 3.
INSTRUCTIONAL
VALUE SUITABILITY RANK
This table ill ustrates that the teachers surveyed
rated videotape, filMstrip plus audio-Fape, and slides
plus audio-tape quite favorably. Based on this survey,
either of these three lIIedia should prove to be
·satisfactory to classroolll teachers.
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SURVEY OF AVAILABILITY OF MEDIA
A survey of materials listed in the catalo~ues of
Memorial University of Newfoundland's Resources
Clearinithouse. the Department of Education' s
Instructional Materials Division. and the National Fi 1m
Board indicated that no suitable materials exist to
supplement the uni t "Chan~in~ Patterns of COlllmuni ties".
The val idi ty of this survey is stren~thened by the
results of the questionnaire done for the needs analysis.
100" of the respondents indicated that there was a need
for new or additional materials to supplement the unit.
Only 14.29" of the respondents indicated that they were
familiar with instructional materials related to the
unit. and a 11 of these respondents i nd i cated a I ck of
satisfaction with those materials.
COST CONSIDERATIONS
The cost of producinit materials in various media
formats varies. Althouith cost should not be the only
consideration when decidin~ on an appropriate media
format. there is no doubt that it does become a factor in
the decision-Illakin~ process when choosin~ a media format.
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One format not included in the survey of media
attitudes was sixteen millimetre film. It was not
included because it is extremely costly to produce
materials in this media .format, especially if hi~h
qual i ty instructional materials are required.
This developer chose not to include the sixteen
millimetre .film .format when desi~nin~ the survey
instruMent. However, the characteristics o.f this format
are closely approximated by the videotape format. A
qual i ty production in this format would also be llIore
expensive to produce than soae of the other forlllats. In
order to justi.fy the additional expense of either the
sixteen llIi 11 imetre fi 1M or videotape format, the
developer decided that the aediull aust be able to
comaunicate the messa~e JIluch better than any other llediuJll
available.
SELECTION OF MEDIA
A nUMber of factors are important when selectin£ an
appropriate Media foraat. These .factors, in the opinion
of this developer, include:
i) wi 11 the .foraat be appropriate
for the intended learner?
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i i) is there a format which is
suitable for the nature of the
messalte to be communicated?
iii) what is the attitude of
teachers about the various media
formats?
iv) will the instructional packalte
be 1 illli ted in use because necessary
equipment is not readi ly avai lable in
all schools?
v) wi 11 the cost of producinlt
copies be so Itreat as to prevent
large scale distribution of the
instructiona 1 packalte, and thus 1 illli t
its application in schools?
The data Itathered frolll classrooM teachers
through the survey on media indicate that three Media
formats hilthly rated. The ratinlt of INSTRUCTIONAL
VALUE, SUITABILITY, and RANK VALUE for videotape,
fil.strip plus audio-tape and slides plus audio-tape do
not appear to vary Itreatly.
Based the deve 1oper •s know 1edits" of the
applicability of sOllle types of material to various media
for.ats, the cost to produce and distribute videotape
Materials and the lack of a specific videotape format in
the province' s schools, it was decided that the
consistently hilth ratinlt of videotape by classroolll
teachers was not sufficient reason to select this for.at.
In addition to the reasons already Itiven, it
feared that the avai 1 ibi 1 i ty of videotape equipment to
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teachers in other parts of the province millht not be
prevalent as in Happy Valley-Goose Bay. This was the
surveyed for attitudes about media formats. School Boards
there have encouralled the purchase of videotape equipment
by providinll llrants to schools.
If this unit of instruction is to have a wider
application to other areas of the province, then it must
use a medium for which equipment is accessible to most
teachers. For these reasons, the decision was made not to
the videotape format.
An examination of provincial resul ts of Grade Four
students on the "Visual Materials" section of the
Canadian Tests of Basic Ski 11 s was conducted. Students at
this .rrade level in this province compare favorably to
the national norms in tasks such as:
i) Locating and Describin~ Places
ii) Determining Direction
iii) Determi'ninlt Distance
iv) Interpreting and Relating Data
v) I~ferrinlt Behavior and Li vinlt
Conditions
vi) Readinlt Amounts
vii) Comparinlt Quantities
viii) Interpreting Relationships and
Trends
(Government of Newfound 1and and
provincial data
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Labrador, 1985).
It is reasonable to conclude that if these skills
deve loped in erade four students, they it is 1 ike 1y
that erade five students, for whom the instructional
package is intended, will also have the skills.
Unfortunately, there is presently
available on e-rade five students.
The developer assumed that students wi 11 not lose
skills present while in Ilrade four when they move on to
grade five. Furthermore, the developer decided that these
ski lIs wi 11 be val uable to the students' abi 1 i ty to li{rasp
the intended content of the instructional unit in several
media formats. Thus the selection of a particular format
focused upon factors related to wide-scale production,
dissemination and uti 1 ization of the instrucional
packae-e.
After carefully considering all t e data avai lable,
the developer decided to select the fillftstrip plus
aUdio-tape format. This Iftediulft should not be limited to a
slllall nUlllber of schools since this format is already
widely used throu6thout the province. Lar6te scale
production and distribution of various sound fi lmstrip
packali{es has been perforllled by the Oepartlllent of
Education •s Instructiona 1 Materia 1s Oivision. It is a 1so
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possible to have the visuals and soundtrack recorded
videotape. This would even £urther increase the
availability o£ the production. Such an undertakin~ would
actually have cost-saving bene£its. More than one
production could be placed on a videotape, and numerous
copies could be easily reproduced. The developer hopes to
Illake arraneelllents with that division to ensure wide-scale
distribution £or this instructional packalte.
CHAPTER VI
DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES AND EVALUATION
REVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
A1though the process conducted prior to the
development of the instructional materials is described
in detail in previous chapters, the developer feels that
a summary of that process is appropriate at this point.
Chapter II outlines the assessment of needs. Through
this process, the developer established that an
educational need existed for materials. Furthermore, it
was determined that sui table materials did not currently
exist, and thus the need must be satisfied by the
development of new materials.
Chapter III provides an analysis of the intended
learners. This overview provided the developer with
valuable information about the learners.' abilities. This
knowledge was extremely important later in determininir
the specific objectives to be achieved.
Chapter IV establishes the tasks and objectives to
be utilized in the unit of instruction. Furthermore,
based on the learner analysis, the instructional sequence
and the entry point for instruction was determined.
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Chapter V provides a sUlllmary of the 1 i terature
relatin~ to the use of media. The results of a survey of
teachers I attitudes towards various media formats is also
reported. Based on the resul ts of the previous chapters,
a media forJllat was selected.
Havin« reached this stage in the instructional
developlllent process, the developer
initial production.
INITIAL PRODUCTION
now ready to begin
An outl ine of the development process was stated in
Chapter II of this report. An illlportant part of that
process invol ved searching the avai lable 1 i terature on
Happy Va 11 ey-Goose Bay, and compi 1in~ a cOllprehenisive
description of the cOIlJlluni ty. inc 1uding a history and a
modern day profi 1e. That procedure resu 1ted in the
section "Related Research on Happy Valley-Goose Bay"
which is included in the Teacher's Guide, Appendix D.
This research was extrelllely important. It would be
used as a basis for developing the content of the
learnin« aaterials.
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SUBSEQUENT PRODUCTION
After completinll a description of Happy Valley-Goose
Bay, it was used in conjuction with the learner analysis,
the task analysis and the choice of media to develop the
instructional materials.
Chapter V determined that the media format would be
a fi lmstrip pI us an audio-tape. The next sta~e in the
instructional development process to develop a
narration which would communicate the concepts identified
in the TASK ANALYSIS. These concepts must be communicated
in which is appropriate for the intended
learner, and must be effective in meetinir the intended
learning outcomes that have been prescribed.
Followin~ the production of a narration, the
developer selected appropriate visuals to assist in the
achievement of the intended learnin~ outcomes. This
involved carefully choosin~ the visual which would
effectively compliment the narration i~ the communication
of the concepts.
The developer also produced a student booklet and a
teacher J s ~uide (Appendix D) to assist in the achievement
of the intended learnin~ outcomes. The student booklet
provides reinforcellent for concepts introduced in the
instructional unit. It also provides students with an
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opportunity to study the community of Happy Valley-Goose
Bay in more depth; questions for further study and
analysis are included in the student booklet.
The teacher's ~uide outlines the rationale for the
unit. sU6f6fests activities for further study of that town.
and provides sug6festions for studyin6f the cOJllmuni ty in
which the students live. A script of the sound filmstrip
and the related research Happy Va 11 ey-Goose Bay are
also included in the Guide.
The instructional materials packa6fe (Appendix D)
developed by this process is the resul t of a number of
modifications. In effect. the materials evolved throu6fh
consul tations with various special ists as part of
evaluation process. The related research. script. student
booklet and teachers' guide were frequently reviewed by
the developer as a resul t of sug6festions Made by the
various specialists.
EVALUATION BY CONTENT SPECIALIST
The role of the content special ist was to ensure
that the information contained in the instructional
packa6fe was accurate and cOMplete for the intended
purpose. Therefore, it was important that the person
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fulfillini' that role be knowlede-eable about the topic.
The developer approached Mr. Tony Wi 11 iamson of
Memoria 1 Universi ty of Newfound 1and's Don Snowden Centre
for Developlllent Support Communications. Mr. Wi 11 iamson
ai'reed to act as the content special ist for this project.
Mr. Tony Wi 11 iamson spent twenty years in Labrador
between 1959 and 1985. His experiences and achievements
during that time makes Mr. Wi llaimson. in the opinion of
the developer. an excellent choice as a content
specialist Happy Valley-Goose Bay. Mr. Williamson's
backi'round is as follows:
1964-67 Conducted reasearch as a
i'eoi'rapher on renewab 1e Coasta 1
resources with McGi 11 Uni versi ty. and
as a fellow of the Institute of
Social and Economic Research.
1967-70 Extension field
representative in Cartwright.
Labrador. doini' cOJllauni ty developMent
work in adult education.
1970-73 Co-ordinator of the esearch
COIllJII i t tee on renewab 1e resources for
the Royal COllllllission on Labrador.
1975-77 Directed the research on
Indian Land Use and Occupancy in
Labrador.
1979-85 Director of MeMorial
University of Newfoundland's Labrador
Insti tute of Northern Studies.
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located in Happy Valley-Goose Bay.
In addition, Mr. Wi 11 iamson has
wri tten a number of reports and
papers. As well, whi Ie at the
Labrador Institute of Northern
Studies, he taueht an off-campus
course - AnthropoloeY 2200. This
course, which is about Labrador
society and cuI ture, was taken by
students in the Happy Valley-Goose
Bay area. Ninety percent of the
students were teachers in the Upper
Lake Mel vi lIe area.
Mr. Will i allison exam i ned the .. Re 1a ted Research
Happy Valley-Goose Bay", the script for the sound
filmstrip and the student booklet. He then completed
evaluation for the related research, and another for the
script and student booklet. His evaluations are incl uded
in Appendix E of this report.
The developer Illet with Mr. Williamson to discuss the
materials. The content specialist's evaluations were very
favorable but included SOMe sUlflfestions ior minor
al terations. The developer carefully considered these
sUlfrestions and subsequently Modified the materials
accordinlfly which resul ted in an iMproved packare.
The content specialist also sugrested that the
related research (which is backrround infor_ation for
teachers) should include inforMation about the cultural
diversity of the area. The developer arreed that this
ele.ent is an important one, but could serve the basis
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for an instructional unit in itself. The grade five textbook
includes a section on the native people of province,
and at least one instructional unit on the topic has been
developed by a graduate student from Me.oria I
Universi ty' s Learning Resources progralllille.
It should be stressed that the recolftaendation Illade
by the content special ist referred only to the
supplementary related research and not to the
instructional unit. The developer believes that the
additional research necessary for the related research in
the teacher's guide would provide additional insight into
the cOIlMunity. As a result, this would be cOlllpleted and
incorporated into the suppleMentary resource materials
before it was implemented on a larlire scale.
EVALUATION BY MEDIA SPECIALIST
The role of the media specialist i to evalua~e the
Illaterials for quality and appropriateness of format for
the specified content and intended use.
Mr. Jude White is by profession a Illedia special ist
wi th the Departlllent of Education's Instructiona I
Materials Division. His position involves the developlllent
of a wide variety of instructional materials in a nUlllber
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of different media formats. In addition, Mr. White has
done numerous inservice sessions with teachers on the use
of lIledia for instructional purposes, and has made
presentations at workshops and conferences held by i'roups
such the Educational Media Special Interest Counci I of
the Newfoundland Teachers' Association. He al'reed to act
the media specialist for this project.
The evaluation by the media specialist included
onl'oinl', informal assesslllent of the .aterials durinl' the
development process, and a more formal assessment when
the materials were completed.
The onl'oinl', informal assessment involved
discussions between the developer and the media
specia I ist about the narration, well as the
appropriateness of the visuals. As a result of this
process, the developer refined the materials to the point
that they were ready for field testini'. When this stai'e
was completed, the .edia specialist completed a more
forlllal evaluation of the materials. His. eval uation ,is
included in Appendix E of this report.
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FIELD TEST
PROCEDURE
An instructional Materials packa,e was distributed
to each of the three teachers participatin, in the
field-testin, process. Each packa,e of materials consited
of:
audio-visua 1 presentation
student booklet
teacher' s ,uide
Also included for field-testinit purposes were:
pre-test book 1ets
post-test book 1ets
students' evaluation forms
teachers' eva 1uation foras
Teachers were asked to £ollow a standard procedure
£or the field test of the instructional· packa,e. Tlte
developer stressed the need for a consistent approach
because data was beinit collected on the effectiveness of
the instructional unit.
The procedure involved a three-day field-testinar
period. It can be sUJllllarized as follows:
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DAY 1 - Students are informed that
they wi 11 be participatinll in a
project to test new social studies
materials.
- A pre-test is administered.
- The audio-visual presentation
is shown.
- Students are Ili ven the
"Student Booklet" and are instructed
to read the book I et.
- Review questions are assillned
for hoaework.
Two class periods were available for
the tasks assillned to be coapleted on
Day 1.
DAY 2 - Teacher and c I ass discuss the
to review questions.
One class period was available for
this purpose.
DAY 3 - A post-test is adainistered.
- Students coaplete evaluation
forms.
- Teacher coapletes eval uation
fora.
One class period was available for
these tasks.
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EVALUATION BY LEARNING SPECIALISTS
The learninl[ specialists' role is to evaluate the
instructional Ilaterials with particular reference to the
intended learner. A nuaber of factors Illust be considered
by the learninl[ specialist. These include the intended
use of the aaterials within the curriculull; the
appropriateness of aaterials for the instructional
purpose; and the suitability of the Illaterials for the
intended learners.
Each of the ~rade five teachers who participated in
the field testinl[ acted as learninl[ special ists and
evaluated the instructional packal[e. The overall
evaluation by these specialists was very favorable, and
encoural[inl[ for the developer. The eval uations
included in Appendix E of this report ..
Two teachers aentioned sOllle of the vocabulary used
(such as role, occupation, established). One said that
two or three words used posed Illinor pr blellls. The other
said that althoul[h there were sOlle words that
unfaailiar to the students, they were Ilotivated enou&,h to
ask what the words Ileant.
The developer acknowledl[es that there aay be SOllle
words that are not illllediately falli 1iar to all students.
This posed a particular difficulty since they were used
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in pre-test and post-test questions. The developer would
chan~e these terms in the test instrument if further
evaluations were conducted. However. if the materials
distributed for in schools. then teachers will have
the opportunity and time to introduce these terMS to
students. The instructional Materials are intended to
support the learnina process. and encouralire further
research and learnina. The iMpact of the instructional
unit on this process is deMonstrated in that at least
students were encouraaed to find out more about
their lanauaae. and subsequently increased their
vocabu I ary. For these reasons. the deve loper does not
consider it necessary to revise the vocabulary used in
the instructional packaae.
EVALUATION BY LEARNERS
The students who participated in the field-testin~
of the Materials completed an evaluatiqn of the
instructional unit for the developer. Their responses
indicate that they 'enjoyed the unit and considered to be
of reasonable lenath and dearee of difficulty. A SUMMary
of the responses to questionnires cOMpleted by the
learners is contained in Appendix E.
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RESULTS
The pre-test and post-test instrullents each yielded
nineteen possible correct responses. Ei.rhty-three
students cOllpleted the pre-tests and post-tests. A
sUlllaary of the results is included in Table 4.
SUMMARY OF PRETEST-POSTTEST DATA
GROUP NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES
PRE- POST- TOTAL
TEST TEST POSSIBLE
A
(N=29)
MEAN
B
(N=24)
MEAN
C
(N=30)
MEAN
TOTAL
(N=83)
MEAN
TABLE 4.
63 444
1. 83 16.31
37 418
1. 64 17.42
69 306
1.97 10.17
149 1167
1. 80 14.06
661
466
6'10
1677
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The overall success in reachinlr objectives is
illustrated in Table 5.
OVERALL SUCCESS IN REACHING
OBJECTIVES - ALL GROUPS
X of Students
19X
34X
44X
51X
55X
59X
63X
70X
75X
82X
87X
13X
TABLE 5.
X of Iteas Correct
100X
95X or aore
90X or aore
84X or more
79X or more
74X or more
68X or aore
63X or aore
58X or more
53X or more
47X or aore
less than 47X
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The developer next deterained if the results that
were obtained were statistically silrnificant. That is,
were the differences in the pre~test and post-test
due to learninlr that had occurred, or could such
differences result by chance.
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Two sets of statistical analyses were conducted. The
first was undertaken to determine if the differences in
pre-test and post-test for each of the three liroups of
learners significant. The second was carried out to
determine if the learners' pre-test and post-test
were significantly different for each item on the tests.
In both cases a t-test was applied to determine
significance.
This analysis was carried out separately for each of
the three groups involved in the field-testing. The
purpose of this was to determine if each group learned
significantly from the pre-test to the post-test, or if
the difference in scores might be attributed to chance.
Groups A, Band C each produced t-values which were
silinificant at the .001 level. Table 6 summarizes the
resul ts.
After determining that there was a significant
difference in learning in the overall results for each
group, the developer conducted a similar procedure for
each question on the tests. The rationale for doing this
was to deterllline if all questions yielded silinificant
resu 1ts. Even though each group showed overall
difference that was significant, there may be questions
on the test for which students did not achieve the
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intended objective. Such a question may not be detected
due to the resul ts of the other questions on the tests
unless an analysis of the resul ts for each test item is
carried out.
COMPARISON OF PRETEST-POSTTEST
DIFFERENCE, GROUPS A, B, C
STATISTIC
number of
subjects
SUIll of
difference
29
391
GROUP
24
381
30
246
sum of
difference
squared 5791 6169 2380
mean of the
differences 13.48 15.87 8.2
"t" value 16.88 34.02 12.70
deAfrees of
freedoa
p <
TABLE 6.
28
.001
23
.001
29
.001
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The developer therefore conducted an item-by-item
analyis to determine the level of significance for each
test question. The pre-test and post-test scores for all
students in a 11 groups for each question were used to
determine a t-value. The results of this procedure
indicated that for each of the fourteen test items the
difference between the pre-test and post-test scores of
the learners was significant at the .001 level.
Table 7 includes a summary of the data obtained
through the statistical analysis.
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The analysis of the data from the field-test of the
instructional Materials indicated that "all groups showed
a significant increase in learning. Each question on the
test instruments also yielded a significant difference
between pre-test and post-test conditions. However, the
deve 1oper was concerned about the data that is summarized
in Table 4. Closer scrutiny was needed to deterMine the
reason for the apparent disparities which were reported.
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COMPARISON OF PRETEST-POSTTEST
DIFFERENCE BY TEST ITEM
TEST SUM
ITEM D
66
SUM
Dsq
70
MEAN ott"
D value p<
.795 15.8 .001
2 37 37 .446 9.2 .001
3 72 74 .867 21.2 .001
5
6
34
59
44
36
61
44
.410
.711
.530
7.2 .001
13.4 .001
9.6 .001
7
8
9
10
66
119
141
152
66
227
405
448
.795 17.5 .001
1. 434 15.9 .001
1. 699 11. 3 .001
1. 831 11. 2 .001
11 20 32 .241 4.0 .001
12
13
14
57
66
67
59
68
67
.687 12.8 .001
.795 16.5 .001
.807 18.6 .001
N 83
D difference between scores
Dsq difference between scores squared
TABLE 7.
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The developer noticed a number of peculiarities in
Table 4 and attempted to deterllline their causes. For
examp 1e. Group B had the lowest pre-test llIean score
( 1. 54) but had the hiirhest post-test llIean score (17.42).
Group C had the highest pre-test mean score (1.97) but
had the lowest post-test llIean score (10.17). Group A had
a difference in pre-test and post-test /Ilean scores (1.83
and 15.31) that was 2.4 points lower than the difference
in pre-test and post-test scores for aroup B. The
developer believes that a rationale for this differences
be provided.
Group C experienced a nUlllber of variables durinll the
field-testina process that sua~est to the developer that
conditions were not controlled as they should have been.
The teacher who conducted the procedure indicated to the
developer that there Jlay be sOllie differences noticed in
the pre-test and post-test scores for a nU/Ilber of
students because some students had to leave durina the
pro~ram presentation for band instructj?on. Thus a number
of students which cannot be identified by the developer
did not receive t'he instruction. Yet their pre-test and
post-test scores are inc 1uded with tha t aroup. A1so. if a
nUlllber of students left the roo/ll durina the proaralll
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presentation. it is difficul t to deterMine the effect
that this would have on the reMainina students who were
involved with the learnina situation.
Another factor for Group C invol ves the students
attitude toward the subject area. The learner analysis
indicated that as arade four students they had 1 iMi ted
interest in social studies. The grade five teacher who
cOMpleted the learner analysis was also their arade four
social studies teacher. It was also indicated in the
learner analysis that there was an iMprovement in
attitude towards the Irrade five social studies
This chanae in attitude May be as a result of havina
a teacher for a subject for two successive years. It is
qui te 1ikely that this teacher would be very faMi 1iar
with the strenaths and needs of the students. As a
result. the teacher would know a variety of ways to
Motivate thea. and also be aware of their 1 iaitations.
Thus in the case of the field-testina of this
instructional packaae. the teacher would know how to
discuss the review questions in the Manner which would be
Most beneficial for those students.
However. the developer doubts if this was the case.
The teacher who perhaps knew the Group C students best
was not involved in the field-test; she was on extended
leave froM her teachina position. A replaceMent teacher
8e
had been hired to beirin work about one and a half months
prior to the field-test of the instructional packa.re.
Still another factor involves the .rroup itself. Of
the three aroups chosen. they are from the most
economically depressed area. collectively representina
the lowest socio-economic conditions. This aroup of
students quite likely require alternate teachina
strateaies in order to be successful. These strate.ries
would not have been possible because of the limitations
imposed by the developer in an attempt to control the
field-testina of the instructional unit. The control
condi tions I imi ted the time and dictated the teach ina
methods in the field-test. The developer feels that if
the teacher were not restricted by the controls illposed
for the field-test. then the level of success would be
hiaher.
Havina proposed an explanation which accounts for
the results obtained for Group C. the developer examined
the differences between aroups A and B.•None of th~
factors experienced by Group C appeared to be relevant
for the other two aroups. Another factor miirht be present
to explain the disparity in the results.
After the field-testina had been initiated. the
developer discovered that one .roup was in' fact studyin.r
the unit for which the instructional packaae was
the effectiveness of the instructional
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desiened. This occurrence was quite accidental. and
certainly not pre-planned by the developer. However. it
does provide the developer with an experiaental condition
that had not been proposed as part of the field-testine
of the aaterials. Specifically. that condition involves
the effect of instructional sequence within the
curriculua
materials.
The developer believes that the presence of this
variable. al thoueh quite accidental. is quite important
to the conclusions which can be drawn froa the results.
Group A and Group Bare coaprised of students of siai 1ar
perforaance levels, ability levels and socio-econolllic
backerounds. The .ajor difference between the two eroups
appears to be that one eroup (Group B). is receivine the
instructional packaee at a point in the instructional
sequence for which the aaterials were developed while the
other eroup (Group A) was not. Thus the. presentation of
aaterials was a natural proeression in the learnine
process for Group B. The lIlaterials were presented in the
context of the curriculua. and not out of sequence as was
the case for a 11 other eroups.
The developer did sOlie follow-up analysis to
illustrate the effects of this variable on the results
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obtained by Group A and Group B. Table 8 suaaarizes this
analysis.
OVERALL SUCCESS IN REACHING
OBJECTIVES
GROUPS A and B
~ of
Students
GROUP A
~ of Iteas
Correct
~ of
Students
GROUP B
31" 100" 25"
38" 95~ or aore 67"
55" 90" or Illore 75~
58" 84~ or Illore 92"
62" 79" or aore 96~
38" I ess than 79~ 4"
TABLE 8.
In the opinion of the developer. ~is aarked '
difference noticed between the post-test results of these
two IIroups is even aore pronounced when the pre-test
aeans are considered. Group B had the lower pre-test
score. Thus. even thoullh the IIroup was studyinll a section
for which the aaterials were desillned. this did not
resul t in prior learninll of the concepts covered by the
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instructional Materials. However. the fact that students
were studyinlr the section aay well have made thea more
receptive to the concepts presented in the unit. The
materials relevant to what they were already
learninlt. Thus the concepts required to be established
deterMined by the assu.ptions and entry behavior for the
unit were just recently obtained. Group B's conditions
optiMal for reachinlt the objectives of the
instructional unit since they Illost closely Match the
conditions for which the packalte was developed.
CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis of resul ts fro. the field-test"
of the mater i a 1s. the deve loper conc 1udes that there
a siltnificant difference between the pre-test scores and
post-test scores as a result of the instructional
materials. A further conclusion made by. the devel0p,er is
that the deltree of in reachinlt the intended
objectives will be "ltreater when the aaterials are used in
conjunction with the section of the chapter for which the
materials were developed.
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SUMMARY
The Illaterials were developed to Illeet a very speci.fic
purpose. They are intended to supplelllent a section in a
unit entitled "The Chanarinlr Pattern of COIa.unities" in
the ~rade five social studies text "Our Province:
Newfoundland and Labrador" (Cra•• and Fizzard, 1983).
A field-test of the .aterials was conducted, and
revealed si~nificant differences in pre-test and
post-test scores for all ~roups. FurtherMore, the
di.f.ference in success of reachin~ objectives is Jlore
pronounced when students receive the instruction in
conjunction with the appropriate section for which the
lIlaterials were developed.
The developer .feels that the results indicate that
the Materials were successful in reachin~ the intended
objectives specified, and that no .further field-testin~
is necessary.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION. RECOMMENDATIONS. IMPLEMENTATION
CONCLUSION
A systeas approach to instructional developMent was
applied to the perceived need that resource aaterials
were required to suppleaent the .rrade five social studies
unit "The Chan.rin.r Pattern of Coaaunities". That approach
invol ved the followin.r procedurest needs assessaent.
learner analysis. task analysis. selection of aedia
for.at. developaent of the instructional packa.re.
iapleaentation and evaluation.
The needs assessaent con£iraed that the perceived
need in fact an educational need. and that no
Illaterials existed to aeet that need. Thus. developaent of
the resource aaterials was required.
The learner analysis. task analysis and selection of
aedia for.at served a key role in the lOevelopaent of the
instructional packa.re. The concepts incorporated into the
packa.re take into account the skills developed by .rrade
five students. Furtheraore. the scope and sequence of the
social studies curricul ua specified by the Newfoundland
and Labradror Departaent of Education are espoused in the
packa.re. Media selection based on teacher opinion for
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instructional value and suitability, as well as
avai I abi I i ty o£ the hardware required.
The implementation and evaluation o£ the materials
in the £ield test provided the developer with results
concernin~ the e££ectiveness o£ the instructional package
in meeting intended objectives. The resul ts indicate that
the materials are e££ective in reaching the intended
objectives. More speci£ically, the resul ts demonstrate
that the materials are very effective when they are used
in conjunction with the section in the grade £ive text
£or which they intended.
It is the conclusion o£ the developer that the
systems approach to instructional developlllent described
in this report has resulted in the production o£
materials for which a need has been identified. These
materials have been proven e££ective in meeting the
objectives speci£ied, and no major modi£ications
required.
RECOMMENDATIONS
One o£ the ambitions o£ the developer was to develop
instructional packa~e that would Illeet a broad
educational need that could be identi£ied. That alllbi tion
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perhaps influenced the study, and has iaplications for
future iapleaentation of the JIlaterials. If the aaterials
are to be widely used in the school systea, then the
followina- recoJlllllendations should be carried out:
1. Additional infor.ation rea-ardina-
the cultural diversity of Happy
Va 11 ey-Goose Bay shou 1d be
incorporated into the "Related
Research II section of the Teacher's
Guide.
2. The visuals should be produced in
a filJllstrip format. The slide forJllat
was used in the field test to allow
the developer to easi ly JIlake any
chana-es that aia-ht be necessary.
3. The aaterials should be .ade
available to the Departaent of
Education' s Instructional Katerials
Division so that wide-scale
distribution is possible.
4. Teachers in the field should be
advised of the existence of the
JIlaterials.
The developer had been aware for tiJlle that
there is a need for qual i ty aaterials that are specific
to this province. A nuaber of instructional packaa-es have
been deve loped
are in schools
the past years, yet very few of these
teachers are expressina- a need for
such aaterials. FurtherJllore, teachers are expressina-
needs for aaterials that have yet to be developed. The
developer therefore recoaaends the followina-:
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6. An insbrucbional unib should be
developed bo supplelllenb bhe arade
five social sbudies bexb on bhe
history and role of the U.S. Illilitary
in Newfoundland and Labrador.
6. The Deparblllent of Educabion' s
Instructional Materials Division
shou 1d be strona 1y encouraaed to
exa.ine productions that have been
developed as part of "raduate
proara••es. Productions that prove to
be relevant and useful to the present
curricululll should be identified, and
arranaeMents llIade with the developers
to allow for wide-scale distribution.
7. The Depart.ent of Education's
Instructional Materials Division
should be encouraaed to provide
suaaestions for .aterials that need
to be deve loped. Sure 1y a
co-operative effort is required if
the level of quality learnina
lIaterials avai lable to classrOOM
teachers is to increase.
8. The DepartMent of Education's
Instructional Materials Division
should consider partial fund ina for
the develop.ant of. insbructional
packaaes that it considers
appropriate tor this province's
curriculua.
B8
IMPLEMENTATION
It is the intention of the developer to Illake the
instructional packaire available for wide-scale
distribution to the schools. This will involve a nUlllber
of steps.
Discussions will be held with the Social Studies
Consultant at the Depart.ent of Education. The materials
wi 11 need the reco••endation of this consul tant in order
for the Instructional Materials Division to proceed with
any production for wide-scale distribution. The developer
has already had prelillinary discussions with the
Instructional Materials Division, but has not yet had an
opportuni ty to Illeet with the Socia 1 Studies Consu 1tant.
If the .aterials and/or topic receive the approval
of the Social Studies Consultant, then the developer will
Ilake thelll avai lable to the Instructional Materials
Division. At that staire, the reco••ended chanires wi 11 be
incorporated into the packaire. The de\f910per wi 11 insist
on havinir a consultative role in any refine.ent that .ay
occur in the instructional packaire, and wi 11 atteMpt to
also have input into approval of the final packaire.
The developer does not foresee any Ilajor
difficul ties with the illlplellentation process that has
been described. Officials of the Instructional Materials
ee
Division are aware of this instructional packai'e, and
have been most encourai'ini' when discussions about
wide-scale implelllentation conducted. Thus, it
appears to the developer, that it is. very likely that the
Materials developed for this instructional developlllent
project will indeed find wide-scale use in our province's
schools.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
PRETEST INSTRUMENT
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CIRCLE THE LETTER OF THE CHOICE WHICH BEST COMPLETES EACH
OF THE FOLLOWING:
1. Two communities which are nearest Happy Valley-Goose
Bay are:
(a) Labrador City and Northwest River
(b) Churchill Falls and Mud Lake
(c) Northwest River and Mud Lake
(d) Labrador City and Churchi 11 Fa 11 s
2. Happy Va 11 ey-Goose Bay is closest to:
( a) Goose Lake
(b) Lake Melville
(c) Lake Ontario
(d) None of the above
3. Happy Valley-Goose Bay is:
( a) 1000 km north of St. Anthony
(b) 1000 km east of St. John's
(c) 880 km east of St. Anthony
(d) 880 km north of St. John's
4. People can leave Happy Valley-Goose Bay for St. John's
anytime of. the year by:
(a) Car
(b) Boat
(c) Plane
(d) Train
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ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BRIEFLY IN YOUR OWN WORDS.
5. Why was Goose Bay originally establ ished?
6. Why was Happy Valley ori~inally establ ished?
7. Why is the town now called Happy Valley-Goose Bay?
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8. List two major chansres that have occurred in the
community of Happy Valley-Goose Bay.
9. List three occupations that are directly related to the
airport or the military in Happy Valley-Goose Bay.
10. List three occupations that are not directly related to
the airport or the military in Happy Valley-Goose Bay.
III
11. Brief 1 y describe in your own words how an increase in
the number of people living in a community can result in
more opportunities for employment.
12. State one reason why people come to live in the
communi ty of Happy Va 11 ey-Goose Bay.
13. Briefly explain why living expenses such as heating a
home and feeding a family are higher in Happy Valley-Goose
Bay than in many places on the island part of the province.
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14. State one reason why people leave the community of
Happy Va 11 ey-Goose Bay.
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APPENDIX B
POSTTEST INSTRUMENT
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CIRCLE THE LETTER OF THE CHOICE WHICH BEST COMPLETES EACH
OF THE FOLLOWING:
1. Two communi ties which are nearest Happy Va 11 ey-Goose
Bay
(a) Churchi 11 Fa lIs and Mud Lake
(b) Northwest River and Mud Lake
(c) Labrador City and Churchill Falls
(d) Labrador City and Northwest River
2. Happy Valley-Goose Bay is closest to:
(a) Lake Ontario
( b) Lake Goose
( c) Lake Me 1ville
(d) None of the above
3. Happy Va 11 ey-Goose Bay is:
(a) 880 km north of St. John' s
( b) 1000 km north of St. Anthony
(c) 1000 km east of St. John' s
( d) 880 km east of St. Anthony
4. People can leave Happy Valley-Goose !?ay for St. John's
anytime of the year by:
(a) Car
(b) Boat
(c) Train
(d) Plane
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ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BRIEFLY IN YOUR OWN WORDS.
5. Why was Goose Bay originally establ ished?
6. Why was Happy Valley ori~inally established?
7. Why is the town now called Happy Valley-Goose Bay?
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8. List two major changes that have occurred in the
communi ty of Happy Valley-Goose Bay.
9. List three occupations that are directly related to the
airport or the military in Happy ValleY-Goose Bay.
10. List three occupations that are not directly related to
the airport or the mi 1 i tary in Happy Va 1 ley-Goose Bay.
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11. Briefly describe in your own words how an increase in
the number of people livin~ in a community can result in
more opportuni ties for emp 1oyment.
12. State one reason why people come to live in the
communi ty of Happy Va lley-Goose Bay.
13. Briefly explain why livin~ expenses such as heatin~ a
home and feedin~ a family are hi~her in Happy Valley-Goose
Bay than in many places on the island part of the province.
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14. State one reason why people leave the community of
Happy Va 11 ey-Goose Bay.
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APPENDIX C
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Are you present I y using, or are you fami I iar with, any
instructional materials which provide a model for study
in the area of COMMUNITY PROFILES? (If yes, please
list materials overleaf)
2. Are you presently usine, or are you familiar with, any
instructiona 1 materia Is which are profi I es of Happy
Va 11 ey-Goose Bay, Labrador? (If yes, please 1 ist
materials overleaf)
3. If you are using materials, are you satisfied with
them?
4. Do you feel a need for new or additional materials,
either in terms of con tent, treatmen t or med i um? .
5. Do you feel that a model for the study of a local
community would be beneficial to your teachine of the
"The Chanitin~ Pattern of Communi ties" in the Grade Five
Social Studies course? .
6. Do you feel that a community profile of Happy
Valley-Goose Bay would be a suitable subject of study?
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7. If your answer to (6.) was no, which community profile
would be more suitable, and why? (Please answer below.)
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CHOICE OF MEDIA QUESTIONNAIRE
Please complete the section which follows
irrespective of your response to item (4.) above. The
purpose of this part of the questionnaire is to determine
your opinion the instructional value of various types
of media, as well as the suitability of each type.
In the section of the questionnaire which follows,
you asked to do two thin~s:
1) rate each medium for instructional value and
suitability;
2) assi~n each medium a rank value.
"Instructional value" refers to the effectiveness of
each medium in achievin~ learnin~ objectives.
"Sui tabi 1 i ty" refers to the sui tabi I i ty of the
medium to your particular classroom situation. This would
include such considerations as accessibility of
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accessibility of appropriate equipment, your familiarity .... ith t
operation of equipment, and faci 1 i ties for darkening your
to enhance vie.... ing.
To indicate your attitude to ....ards the "instructional
value" and "suitability" of each medium, please dra.... a
circle around the number .... hich best reflects your opinion
of that medium (see the key for the scale).
The RANK VALUE that you assign indicates your
preference of medium based on its instructional value and
suitability. A rank value of ONE indicates that the
medium is your highest preference. If you feel that t .... o
or more items are of equa 1 va 1 ue, you may assign them the
same rank number.
EXAMPLE:
MEDIA
a. blackboard
b. flannel board
c. blackboard
f 1anne 1 board
INSTRUCTIONAL VALUE
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
SUITABILITY
1 2 3 4 5
. 1 2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
RANK
KEY: 1 2
very ~ood good
3
neutral poor very poor
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CHOICE OF MEDIA
MEDIA
a. audio-tape
b. slides
c. booklet with
sound fi I mst~ip
d. booklet only
e. fi lmstrip
f. filmstrip plus
audio-ta.pe
g. slides Plus
audio-ta.pe
h. slides Plus
wri tten script
i. videotape
INSTRUCTIONAL VALUE
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
SUITABILITY
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
RANK
KEY: 1
very ~ood
2
~ood
3
neutral poor very poor
Can You suggest any other medium/media which you feel would be
effective in meeting the need for instructional materials in the study
of communi ties?
Thank you for your co-operation.
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES - NEEDS SURVEY
RESPONDENT ITEM NUMBER
NUMBER
-------------------------------------------------
01AAA N N N Y Y
02AAA N Y N Y Y
03AAA N Y N Y Y
04AAA N N N Y Y
05AAA N N N Y Y
06AAA N N N Y Y
07AAA N N N Y Y
08AAA N N N Y Y
09AAA N N N Y Y
10AAA N N N Y Y
llAAA N N N Y Y
12AAA N N N Y Y
13AAA N N N Y Y
14AAA N N N Y Y
TOTAL "NO" 14 12 14 0 0 0
TOTAL "YES" 0 2 0 14 14 14
TOTAL POSSIBLE 14 14 14 14 14 14
PERCENT "NO" 100 85.71 100 0 0 a
PERCENT "YES" a 14.29 0 100 100 100
DISTRIBUTED 16
RETURNED 14
PERCENT 87.5
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SUMMARY OF DATA
Instructiona I Value
MEDIA RESONDENT
01 02 03 04 05
Audio-tape 4.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 5.00
Slides 2.00 1. 00 3.00 1.00 3.00
Booklet with
sound filmstrip 3.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
Booklet only 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
Fi lmstrip 2.00 4.00 3.00 1. 00 3.00
Filmstrip plus
audio-tape 3.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00
Sl ides plus
audio-tape 2.00 1. 00 2.00 1. 00 3.00
Slides plus
wri tten script 3.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 2.00
Videotape 2.00 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 2.00
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SUMMARY OF DATA
Instruct i ona I Value
MEDIA RESONDENT
06 07 08 08 10
Audio-tape 2.00 2.00 4.00 3.00 3.00
Sl ides 2.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 3.00
Booklet with
sound fi lmstrip 1. 00 3.00 3.00 2.00 2.00
Booklet only 3.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 3.00
Fi lmstrip 2.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 3.00
Filmstrip plus
audio-tape 1.00 2.00 3.00 1. 00 1.00
Slides plus
audio-tape 1. 00 2.00 2.00 1. 00 2.00
Slides plus
wri tten script 2.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 3.00
Videotape 1.00 2.00 2.00 1. 00 1. 00
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SUMMARY OF DATA
Instructiona 1 Value
MEDIA RESONDENT
11 12 13 14 MEAN
Audio-tape 4.00 2.00 5.00 2.00 3.29
Sl ides 1. 00 3.00 3.00 2.00 2.14
Booklet with
sound £i lmstrip 2.00 3.00 2.00 1. 00 2.14
Booklet only 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.29
Fi lmstrip 1. 00 2.00 3.00 2.00 2.43
Fi lmstrip plus
audio-tape 2.00 2.00 3.00 1. 00 1. 86
Slides plus
audio-tape 1.00 2.00 3.00 1. 00 1. 71
Sl ides plus
wri tten script 3.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.43
Videotape 1.00 2.00 2.00 1. 00 1. 43
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SUMMARY OF DATA
Sui tabi 1 i ty
MEDIA RESONDENT
01 02 03 04 05
Audio-tape 2.00 4.00 1. 00 3.00 3.00
Sl ides 3.00 1. 00 3.00 1. 00 3.00
Booklet with
sound £i lmstrip 3.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
Booklet only 4.00 2.00 1. 00 3.00 2.00
Filmstrip 3.00 2.00 3.00 1. 00 3.00
Filmstrip plus
audio-tape 3.00 1. 00 3.00 1. 00 4.00
Sl ides plus
audio-tape 3.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 4.00
Sl ides plus
written script 4.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 3.00
Videotape 2.00 2.00 1.00 1. 00 3.00
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SUMMARY OF DATA
Sui tabi 1 i ty
MEDIA RESONDENT
06 07 08 09 10
Audio-tape 2.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 1. 00
Slides 1. 00 3.00 3.00 1. 00 3.00
Booklet with
sound filmstrip 2.00 2.00 4.00 3.00 3.00
Booklet only 3.00 3.00 4.00 2.00 3.00
Filmstrip 2.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 3.00
Fi Imstrip plus
audio-tape 1. 00 2.00 1. 00 3.00 3.00
Sl ides plus
audio-tape 1. 00 2.00 2.00 3.00 1.00
Sl ides plus
written script 2.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 4.00
Videotape 1. 00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1. 00
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SUMMARY OF DATA
Sui tabi 1 i ty
MEDIA RESONDENT
11 12 13 14 MEAN
Audio-tape 8.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 2.79
Sl ides 1.00 3.00 1. 00 3.00 2.14
Booklet with
sound fi Imstrip 3.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 2.86
Booklet only 1.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 2.57
Fi Imstrip 1. 00 2.00 2.00 3.00 2.29
Fi Imstrip plus
audio-tape 1.00 2.00 1. 00 4.00 2.14
Sl ides plus
audio-tape 3.00 2.00 4.00 1. 00 2.29
Sl ides plus
wri tten script 3.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 2.86
Videotape 1. 00 2.00 1. 00 3.00 1. 71
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SUMMARY OF DATA
Rank
MEDIA RESONDENT
01 02 03 04 05
Audio-tape 7.00 5.00 9.00 5.00 8.00
Sl ides 6.00 1. 00 6.00 1.00 6.00
Booklet with
sound £i lmstrip 8.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 1. 00
Booklet only 9.00 4.00 8.00 3.00 7.00
Fi lmstrip 5.00 4.00 7.00 1. 00 6.00
Fi lmstrip plus
audio-tape 1. 00 1. 00 2.00 1.00 3.00
Slides plus
audio-tape 3.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 5.00
Sl ides plus
written script 4.00 3.00 5.00 4.00 2.00
Videotape 2.00 2.00 1. 00 1.00 4.00
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SUMMARY OF DATA
Rank
MEDIA RESONDENT
06 07 08 09 10
Audio-tape 8.00 2.00 7.00 5.00 5.00
Sl ides 7.00 3.00 6.00 1. 00 6.00
Booklet with
sound fi lmstrip 5.00 2.00 8.00 4.00 4.00
Booklet only 9.00 3.00 9.00 4.00 8.00
Fi lmstrip 6.00 2.00 5.00 4.00 7.00
Filmstrip plus
audio-tape 3.00 2.00 1. 00 1.00 2.00
Slides plus
audio-tape 2.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 3.00
Sl ides plus
wri tten script 4.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 5.00
Videotape 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1. 00
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SUMMARY OF DATA
Rank
MEDIA RESONDENT
11 12 13 14 MEAN
Audio-tape 9.00 2.00 8.00 8.00 6.29
Sl ides 1. 00 3.00 6.00 7.00 4.29
Booklet with
sound filmstrip 2.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 3.71
Booklet only 3.00 3.00 7.00 9.00 6.14
Fi lmstrip 1. 00 2.00 6.00 6.00 4.43
Fi lmstrip plus
audio-tape 1.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 1.86
Slides plus
audio-tape 1. 00 2.00 5.00 2.00 2.57
Sl ides plus
wri tten script 4.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 3.36
Videotape 1. 00 2.00 4.00 1. 00 1. 86
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RANK OF INSTRUCTIONAL VALUES
MEDIUM MEAN RANK
videotape 1. 43
sl ides plus
audio-tape 1. 71
£i Imstrip plus
audio-tape 1. 86
booklet with
sound £ilmstrip 2.14
slides 2.14
sl ides plus
written script 2.43
£ilmstrip 2.43
audio-tape 3.29
booklet only 3.29
MEDIUM
138
RANK OF SUITABILITY
MEAN RANK
videotape 1. 71
slides 2.14
filmstrip plus
audio-tape 2.14
sl ides plus
audio-tape 2.29
filmstrip 2.29
booklet only 2.57 6
audio-tape 2.79
booklet with
sound £i Imstrip 2.86
sl ides plus
wri tten script 2.86
MEDIUM
139
RANK OF RANK ORDER
MEAN RANK
videotape 1. 86
£i Imstrip plus
audio-tape 1. 86
sl ides plus
audio-tape 2.57
slides plus
written script 3.36
booklet with
sound £i Imstrip 3.71
sl ides 4.29
£ilmstrip 4.43
booklet only 6.14
audio-tape 6.29
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HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY
THE CHANGING PATTERN OF COMMUNITIES
STUDENT BOOKLET
to the north known as
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WHERE IS THE COMMUNITY LOCATED?
The province of Newfoundland and Labrador is located
the East Coast of Canada. It is aade up of the island
of Newfoundland, and
Labrador.
One cOMMunity in our province is a town which is now
called Happy Valley-Goose Bay, Labrador. The town
received its naMe as a result of two towns joinina
toaether to fora one I araer co.auni ty.
Happy Valley-Goose Bay, is located in the interior
of Labrador at the head of Lake Melville, which flows out
into the North Atlantic and provides the area with a
water-link to the rest of the world. It is 880 air
kiloMetres north of St. John's, and is situated between
the nearby cOMMuni ties of Mud Lake and Northwest River.
WHY WAS THE COMMUNITY ESTABLISHED?
Durin. the Second World War, Canada and the United
States of AMerica used Gander as a refuel 1 ina stop for
airplanes carryina troops and supplies to Europe. In 1941
a sandy plateau in Labrador was chosen the site for
Goose Airbase because Gander could not handle all the
planes crossinI' the Atlantic. Goose Airbase was a aood
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location because it was level, had near-perfect flyinl!'
weather, and construction equipaent could be transported
Lake Mel vi lIe.
In 1943, a coaaunity to becoae -known as Happy Valley
be~un as a settle.ent for the faailies of civilian
workers eaployed to build the base. Military re~ulations
required civilians to live at least five ailes froa the
base.
Prior to the start of the base, only the tiny
coaauni ty of Mud Lake and the saa 11 coa.uni ty of
Northwest River were in existence in the area.
HOW MANY PEOPLE LIVE THERE?
The population of this area has chan~ed e'reatly over
the past nuaber of years. This is usually as a result of
chan~es in eaployaent. The phase-out of jobs has alaost
always resulted in a decrease in the population. People
aove to other areas to find jobs. Sia· larly, a new
industry creates jobs, and has resulted in aore people
aovin~ into the area.
Statistics Canada collects inforaation about people
in a 11 parts of the country by conductin~ a In
1981, the census inforaation indicates that Happy
Valley-Goose Bay had a population of seven thousand
2
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hundred (7100).
WHAT CHANGES HAVE OCCURRED IN THE COMMUNITY?
Happy Valley-Goose Bay has experienced great changes
in its short history. Before 1941. the area was nothinl[
more than wi 1derness . Our i ng the Second Wor 1d War. an
airbase was constructed. Many military people lived on
the base. and a new town was created for the civilian
workers and their families. Durinl[ the war. it served
a stopover for planes bringing troops. equipment and
suppl ies to the fighting in Europe.
After the Second Wor 1d War had ended. radar
installations were built and the U.S. Air Force stationed
fiithter aircraft in Goose Bay to intercept any
approaching enemy aircraft that were detected.
During the 19S0' s. Ilore modern jets could be
stationed in the United States to inter:cept any invaders.
and Goose Bay's Illilitary role began to change. It beeaile
the headquarters for a fleet of airtankers used for
in-flight refuelling of military aircraft.
In 19S9. a woods operation employed hundreds of
people to supply pulp wood to the Linerboard mlll in
Stephenvi lIe.
:3
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Goose Bay and Happy Valley continued to Itrow, and in
1973, they joined to forM a laraer cOIIMunity known
Happy Va 11 ey-Goose Bay.
The U.S. Air Force phased out its large base in
1978, and Many people had to leave the cOMMunity because
there were fewer jobs.
The forestry work continued for only a short tiMe
after the AMerican phase-out. It very expens i ve to
ship wood to Stephenville by boat, and this was one of
the Major reasons why the operation was shut down.
One noticeable chanae in the cOMMunity has been the
nUMber of people 1 ivina there. The town has experienced
periods of rapid Itrowth, as well as periods of population
decl ine. These chanaes are often directly related to the
nUMber of jobs in the cOMMunity.
Another chanae related to people in the cOIllMunity is
the arowina nUMber of residents who born and raised
in the town. In its early days, the town's population
Made up alMost entirely of people who had Moved there
frOM sOMewhere else. Native people and settlers frOM
different parts of Labrador. as well as people frOM other
parts of Newfound 1and, Canada and the wor 1d, caMe to the
town. They Made the cOMMunity their hOMe. Ap the years
passed, and the nUMber of people born in the town
increased. Happy Valley-Goose Bay becaMe More of a
4
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per.anent cOlllluni ty than it had been in its ear 1y
history.
Sti 11 another illportant chan.re for the cOlllluni ty
relates to its dependence on the airport. Ori.rinally,
this was the reason why the town was established. Over
the years, the town's population .rrew. As it did, the
nUllber of businesses and services centred in Happy
Va 11ey-Goose Bay a 1so increased. The town becalle an
illportant service centre for co••uni ties on the Labrador
Coast. This role in effect reduced the dependence of the
town on the airport as a source of e.ploy.ent.
HOW ARE PEOPLE EMPLOYED?
Al thou.rh the airport is not the 0, 1y source of
e.ploy.ent in the cOlll.unity, it is still quite iMportant
to Happy Va 11ey-Goose Bay.
Countries such as Great Britain and West Ger.any
train their air force pilots in low-level flyin.r. The
Uni ted States of A.erica often uses the airport as a
stopover for troops on their way to NATO exercises in
6
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Europe.
Transport planes are used to brin~ supplies to
personnel of the AMerican. British. West German. and
Canadian arMed forces stationed at Happy Valley-Goose
Bay.
Helicopter cOMpanies and sMall airlines servin~ the
Labrador Coast as we 11 as 1ar~er cOMMercia 1 air 1ines
the airport.
Many people are employed to provide services because
of the airport. People eMployed directly because of the
airport include:
Air traffic controllers
Air radio operators
Metero 1o~ists
Electricians
En~ineers
Carpenters
Mechanics
PlUMbers
Snowplow operators
Fire.en
Securi ty ~uards
Refuellers
Aircraft dispatchers
Pilots
Ba~~a~e handlers
In addition to these occupations.
secretaries and clerks are often
required to assist in office work that
May be associated with the airport.
A laree nUMber of people are INDIRECTLY eMployed
because of the airport. This
6
that they are not
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workin&, directly at the airport or its operations, but
because of the lar£e nUlllber of people who do, lIlany other
services are required. These include:
Salespeople in stores
Teachers
Doctors
Nurses
X-Ray technicians
Cooks
Janitors
Garba&,e co 11 ectors
Heavy equiplllent operators
Policelllen
Jud&,es
Civil servants
Posta 1 clerks
Reporters
Telephone operators
Telephone repair technicians
Radio and TV announcers
Radio and TV technicians
Dockworkers
Electrical 1 ineslllen
These services Illean that Illany Illore people are elllployed in
the cOlllllluni ty, a 1 thou&,h they not workin&, at the airport.
WHY DO PEOPLE LEAVE?
There are no roads or rai 1ways to other 1ar£er
centres, so food and suppl ies are usually shipped in by
boat. Lake l1elville is usually closed to shippin&, frolll
Novelllber to June because of ice, so &,oods Illust be stored
for the winter. Shippin&" handlin&, and stora&,e costs Illean
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that people often pay more for thin&,s in Happy Valley-Goose
Bay. Travel to and froJII the town often must be by air,
which is very expensive.
The winters in this part of the province are lon&" and
very cold. This lIakes it very expensive to heat a hOlle.
Northwest River is the IIOSt distant place that is
linked by a road to Happy Valley-Soose Bay for the entire
year. In many other cOllllunities in the province, people
don't have to work in the town where they live. These
people can often drive to work froll their hOlletown. This is
usually not the case in Happy Valley-Goose Bay. Northwest
River is a very sllall cOllllunity with few ellploYllent
opportunities. People in Happy Valley-Goose Bay often have
to leave the area in order to find work.
Often people will leave Happy Valley-Goose Bay because
of the difficulties and expenses of life in a rellote,
northern town.
WHY DO PEOPLE COKE?
Kost people who lIove to the town froJII other places
to find ellploYllent. The area requires lIany workers.
Often these people will leave the town when they find a job
sOllewhere else, or when they are layed off froll their
present job.
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HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY
THE CHANGING PATTERN OF COI1I1UNITIES
TEACHER'S GUIDE
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INTRODUCTION
This Teacher's Guide has been desiened to accompany
the instructional unit entitled "Happy Valley-Goose Bay:
The Chan"in" Pattern of Communi ties". This instructional
uni t is intended for use with the chapter "The Chaneine
Pattern of Communities" contained in the "rade five
social studies text "Our Province: Newfoundland and
Labrador" .
The purpose of the Teacher's Guide is to outline the
objectives of the instructional unit, and to serve as a
resource in studyin" your students' local co••unities. It
wi 11 assist the teacher in the plannin" of further study
either of the community of Happy Valley-Goose Bay, or any
other co••uni ty.
The su~itested follow-up activities are si.ply lIleant
to be ideas for further study; you .ay build on one or
more of these, or you .ay develop your own ideas for
follow-up activities to suit your students' i.nterests and
abilities.
You lIlay note that the suit~ested activiti.es encoura~e
the practice of map skills, writin" skills, research
skills, and the use of cOlllllunity resources. As a result,
the unit does not have to be tau"ht only within the
context of social studies. The topics can be used to
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develop and reinforce concepts in lanltualte arts and
1 i brary research.
PURPOSE OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT
The Illajor purpose of the instructional unit is to
study the town of Happy Valley-Goose Bay in the context
of the chapter "The Chanllinll Pattern of Comlllunities" in
the Ilrade five social studies textbook. However, a
secondary purpose is to provide teachers with a Illodel for
studyinll local cOllllllunities.
By usinll the instructional Illaterials provided,
students wi 11 achieve a better understandinll of the
cOllllllunity of Happy Valley-Goose Bay. The sUllllested
follow-up activities will assist in usinlt that community
as a model for studyinll students' hOllle communi ties. In
this way, the instructional aaterials will fulfill a dual
purpose; students will have an increased knowledlte about
Happy Valley-Goose Bay, and also a b~tter understandinlt
of their own cOllllllunity.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE UNIT
The followin~ objectives can be achieved as a resul t
of studyin~ Happy Valley-Goose Bay w.ith this
instructional unit:
1. Locate the cOIlMunity on a map.
2. State the population of the
community.
3. Describe the cOllmuni ty' s location
in relation to (i) nearby
cOllllluni ties, (ii) nearby body of
water and (iii) other parts of the
province.
4. List the year-round modes of
transportation 1 inkinl' the cOlllftuni ty
with larl'er centres on the island
part of the province.
5. State why the cOllllunity was
oril'inally established.
6. State the Ilajor chanl'es that have
occurred in the cOllllunity.
7. State the types of emp 1oymen t
present in the cOlllluni ty that are
directly involved with the airport
the Ililitary.
8. State the types of ellploYlllent
present in the cOIlMunity that are not
directly involved with the airport or
the ailitary.
9. Describe how an increase in the
nUllber of people in a cOllaunity can
result in more opportunities for
eMploYMent.
10. State why people cOile to live in
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the cOllllllunity.
11. State why livinji! expenses
hi.rher in this community.
12. State why people leave the
cOllll\unity.
13. Describe the characteristics of
Happy Valley-Goose Bay as a
cOlllllunity.
USING THE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
It is sUAt.rested that before usin.r the instructional
unit, students would have been introduced to the chapter
"The Chan.rin.r Pattern of COllllllunities". This unit Ilay be
used prior to answerin.r the questions at the end of the
section entitled "Where do we live?".
Strate.ries for iaplellentation Illay vary with
different class Atroups. One sUAtAtested approach to
illlpleaentin.r this unit is to present the audio-visual
coaponent, followed by the Student Booklet. Students may
be assi.rned the review questions to reinforce the
concepts introduced in the audio-visual presentation. In
addition, students aay be assi.rned tasks froa the section
"Follow-up Activities". This will depend on the
objectives deterained by the teacher, and the ability
levels of students in the class.
The Departllent of Education's "Desi.rn For Social
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Studies K-VI in Newf'oundland and Labrador" su~~ests that
students should have developed a number of' skills,
includin£ the map skills to determine distance and
location. This instructional unit, used in conjunction
with the text or other resource materials can reinforce
these ski lIs.
FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES
1. Have your students locate Happy Valley-Goose Bay,
St. John's and their own cOllllllunity on a map. They should
then deterllline how far the cOlllllluni ties are frolll each
other (usin.r the scale on the lIlap) , and the direction
f'rolll their cOllllllunity to Happy Valley-Goose Bay and St.
John's.
2. Have your students research the population
statistics for their own community and Happy Valley-Goose
Bay for a forty year period. (Statistics Canada can
provide this inforlllation.) Af'ter obtainin£ the
statistics, have thelll construct a ~raph cOlllparin~ the
rate of .rrowth durin.r that period. Is there noticeable
dif'ference in the rate of' .rrowth? Why lIli.rht this be so?
3. Use the scale on a JIIap to determine the nUlllber of.
5
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cO.Munities within a ninety kilometre radius of the
students' hOlle community. Make a 1ist of these
cOllllllunities, and deterllline the followina- information:
(a) what form (s) of transportation
can be used to reach the community
from their hOllle town.
(b) how many people 1ive in each of
the communities.
(c) what types of eMploYMent
available in each cOMllunity.
Construct a table to display the inforMation that
has been I[athered.
Carry out the salle procedure for the town of Happy
Va 11 ey-Goose Bay.
4. Students can interview the owner or manal[er of a
a-rocery store in their area. Find out where food suppl ies
cOJlle froll, and how often are they de 1 i vered. Does the
store have to keep larl[e supplies of food on hand for
lonl[ periods of tille? Are they deliver d on a weekly or
JIlonthly basis? Are suppl ies del ivered by truck, boat,
airplane? How does this COMpare with Happy Valley-Goose
Bay?
6. Is there a cOMMunity or town council in your hOlle
town? What services does it provide? How Many people are
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e.ployed to provide these services?
6. Make a 1 ist of the types of elllp 1oYJllent in the
students' home community. Try to determine how llIany
people are employed in each occupation in the students'
home communi ty. Construct a ~raph (bar-~raph or
pie-~raph) to illustrate the nUlllber of people employed in
each occupation.
Is there a llIajor source of emploYllent? What effect
mi~ht an increase in the nUlllber of jobs in the town have
on the size of the community? On the nUlllber of additional
jobs that mi~ht be available?
7. Have your students research the history of their
cOIII.unity. Infor.ation llIay be obtained froll books.
newspaper articles. church records••unicipal records or
fro II elder people in the cO"'lllunity. Students can work in
~roups for this project, and the inforlllation could be put
into the forlllat of a book.
8. Your students can develop their own audio-visual
presentation about their home comllluni ty. Most call1eras
use slide film. and a narration can be recorded on a tape
recorder. This presentation could be shared with other
classes, the entire school. or shown to parents at a
Parent-Teacher Illeetin~.
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9. What major chanlites have occurred in the students'
home community? How have these chan6tes affected the
population of the community? Did new people cOlRe to the
town? Did people leave?
10. Why was the cOlllmuni ty ori6tinally establ ished? Has
this reason chan6ted over the years? If there was no
cOllllllunity in the place where the town is located, would
there be a reason for peop I e to cOllie to live there today?
8
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SCRIPT
AUDIO
(Start tape)
(Fade in introductory
ausic. Up for 5 seconds.
Fade out.)
The coaaunity of Happy
Valley-Goose Bay is
located in the interior
of Labrador, about 880
air ki loaetres north
froa St. John's.
It is situated near the
head of Lake Melville
between the nearby
coaauni ties of Mud Lake
and Northwest Ri ver.
VISUAL
"FOCUS" SLIDE
BLANK SLIDE
TITLE SLIDE showin~ aerial
shot of the Happy Valley-
Goose Bay area.
Outl ine aap of Newfoundland
and Labrador. Happy
Valley-Goose Bay is shown in
relation to St. John's.
Outline aap showin~ Lake
Melville, Mud Lake, Happy
Va 11 ey-Goose Bay and Northwest
River.
Goose Bay was established Aerial shot of the Goose
durin~ World War II Airbase part of town. The
because the sandy plateau airport and the Churchill
would aake a ~ood refuel- River is shown.
1in~ base for planes
carryin~ troops and supplies
across the Atlantic.
Happy Va 11 ey be~an as a
settleaent for faailies
of civi 1 ian workers hired
to help build Goose
Airbase. In 1973 the two
co••uni ties joined to for.
the l.r~er town of Happy
Va 11ey-Goose Bay.
Aeria 1 shot of the Happy
Valley part. of the town.
A~ain the Churchi 11 River
is shown.
The town's .onuaents of An early A.erican fi~hter
an early Aaeriean fi~hter which was once stationed
once stationed at Goose at Goose Airbase is now
Airbase, displayed per.anently.
g
and a British boaber
indicate the iaportance
of the ai 1 i tary to the
to the cOllauni ty.
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A British Vulcan boaber
is also on peraanent display
in the town.
Britain's Royal Air Force Royal Air Force jets on
uses the airbase for the taraac prepare for
trainina fliaht crews. aaneuvers.
Th Luftwaffe of West West Geraan Phantoas beina
Geraany also uses the prepared for low-level flyina.
area to train pi lots for
low-level flyina.
The United States freq-
quently uses Goose Air-
base as a stopover for
planes travel 1 ina to
Europe for NATO exercises.
The Canadian Arllled Forces
has personnel stationed
at Happy Valley-Goose
Bay to co-ordinate the
ailitary activities at
the airbase.
Transport planes 1and
reaularly to brina sup-
plies to araed forces
personne 1. However.
ailitary fliahts are not
the on 1y reason why the
airport is busy.
U. S. aircraft on the
taraac durina a stop-
over to NATO exercises in
Europe.
C. A. F. headquarters
in Happy Valley-Goose
Bay.
An Aaerican transport plane
landina with supplies for
araed forces personne 1 •
Air travel fro. the air- Airport terainal
port to coaaunities on buildina at Happy Valley-
the Labrador Coast and Goose Bay.
the island of Newfoundland
is iaportant because there
are no roads or year-round
water routes to these places.
Helicopter coapanies and
saall airlines servina
the Labrador Coast are
based at the airport.
Air is the only year-
Helicopters and bush planes
in front of their hanaers
at the airport.
A Canadian Pacific Air-
10
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round transportation link lines plane approaches for
froa Happy Valley-Goose a landinl[.
Bay to the rest of the
province, Canada and the
world.
Water boabers are
stationed at the air-
port durinl[ the suaaer
aonths to fil[ht forest
fires.
Water boaber near the end
of a water drop.
The runways at Goose Air- A runway at the airport.
base are aaonl[ the lonl[est
in North Aaerica.
Because of that, it is
possible for the world' s
1arl[est carl[o plane to
land there with ease.
Even a juabo jet carryinl[
a space shuttle was able
to land at the airport.
This busy airport is
still extreaely iaportant
to the town which was
bui 1t because an airbase
was needed durinl[ wartiae.
Many people have jobs as a
result of the airport.
A Star 1ifter transport
plane is dwarfted by the
hUl[e C-6 Galaxy.
A NASA juabo jet carryinl[ a
space shuttle land-
inl[ at the airport in
Happy Valley-Goose
Bay.
An aerial shot of a res-
idential part of the
town with the runways in
the backl[round.
People are eaployed as Air traffic control tower
air traffic controllers, and adjacent weather office
air radio operators and and flil[ht services office.
aeteorolol[ists. They
provide valuable services
to flil[ht crews of aircraft.
Fireaen provide fire and
crash rescue services in
the event of an
eaerl[ency, and security
I[uards keep unauthorized
people froa the runways.
Firestation at the edl[e of
the aain runway. The
ye 11 ow crash rescue trucks
are parked awai tinl[ a
possible eaerl[ency.
Maintenance crews include Maintenance crews workinl[
11
laborers. electricians.
carpenters and plulllbers.
They keep airport build-
in.rs. such as han.rers and
the terlllinal. in .rood
condition.
A lot of equipMent is
needed to keep runways
in top condition at
all tillles of the year.
Operators and Mechanics
are needed for this
equipMent.
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on the raap next to the
runway.
Snowc 1ear i n.r ,
crash rescue, and
other Illaintenance
equiplllent at a repair depot.
Aircraft aechanics ensure Aircraft aechanic
that helicopters and workin.r on a helicopter.
airplanes are safe for
flyin.r.
Ba.r.ra.re handlers unload
lu.r.ra.re. aail
and frei.rht.
Aircraft refuellers are
needed to refuel air-
planes and hel icopters.
Ba.r.ra.re hand 1ers
unloadin.r lu.r.ra.re.
Aircraft refueller
toppin.r up a coaaercial
jet with fuel.
Other people are eaployed Worker eMpties an
to service aircraft as aircraft· s stora.re tanks.
well. An aircraft· s
stora.re tanks aust be
eaptied. and occasionally
the planes aust be de-iced.
These peop 1e eap 1oyed
directly because of the
airport require services
which wi 11 provide job
opportunities for others.
A .rraphic showin.r the
services that people
workin.r at the airport
will require.
These inclu,de coaaun-
ications. schools. stores
hospi tals and Illunicipal
services.
Retail stores for Hudson Bay store .
.rroceries and clothin.r
eaploy cashiers and people
to keep the store we 11 stocked.
Appliance stores, banks Appl iance and sportin.r
12
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and other services need ~oods store.
salespeople, tellers,
accountants and aana~ers.
A craft store eaploys Labrador Crafts store.
people to aake the crafts,
and others to se 11 these
iteas.
Schools eaploy teachers, One of the llIany schools
secretaries, janitors in the cOIll.unity.
and bus dr i vers.
A hospital needs doctors, The Melville Hospital.
nurses, aedical tech-
nicians and food services
people.
A senior citizen' s hoae Senior citizen' s hoae.
eaploys aore people to
provide siailar types of
services.
A pharaacy serves the The 1oca 1 pharaacy.
needs of the sick eaployina
pharaacists and salespeople.
Municipal services such Town hall for Happy
~arba~e collection, road Valley-Goose Bay.
aaintenance and snow-
clearina eaploy even aore
people.
As the population
increases, aore services
are required, eaployina
aore and aore peop 1e.
An R. C. M. P. detachaent
eaploys police officers
who require secretarial
help.
The provincial court
aeans that judaes,
1awyers, 1eael secre-
taries and janitors
have work.
A ~raphic ill ustratina
that there are increased
eMployaent opportunities
as the population
increases.
The R. C. M. P. detachaent
offices.
The provincial
courthouse.
13
Federal and provincial
&overnaent offices need
clerks, security &uards,
secretaries and other
public servants.
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One of severa 1
federal offices in the
Happy Va 11 ey-Goose
Bay area.
Newspapers, telephone Office of the local news-
coapanies, radio and TV paper "The Labradorian".
stations hire reporters,
technicians, telephone
operators, accountants and
secretaries.
The post office e.ploys
posta 1 clerks and peop 1e
who drive the aai 1
trucks.
Postal station "B"
in the Happy Valley part
of town.
Electricity distributers, Newfoundland and Labrador
such as Newfoundland and Hydro office.
Labrador Hydro need aeter
readers, electrical
inspecters, and 1 inesaen.
Ships provide reasonably CN ferry "Sir Robert
priced transportation of Bond" .
people and car&o for
part of the year, requirin&
dockworkers and ticket a&ents.
This isolated northern
town at the head of Lake
Melville is not without
its prob 1eas. There are
no hi&hways or rai lroads
to lar&er centres. People
cannot drive to jobs in
other towns as in aany
parts of the province.
The head of Lake Mel vi lIe
near Happy Va 11 ey-Goose
Bay.
Ships brin& aost of the Ship at a dbck in Happy
food and supp 1 ies to Va 11 ey-Goose Bay.
the coaaunity before the
lake freezes in Noveaber.
Transportation and stora&e
adds considerably to the
cost of these i teas.
People who wish to leave Coaaercial passen&er jet
this part of Labrador at Happy Valley-Goose
14
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durinl( the freeze-up Bay.
period froM NoveMber to
June Must travel by air
which is very expensive.
It costs a lot to heat a Houses in Happy Valley-
hOMe because of the 1onl(. Goose Bay.
cold winters that are
COMMon in Labrador.
The Happy Valley-Goose Aerial shot of the Happy
Bay area has experienced Valley-Goose Bay area.
Many chan£es in its brief
history. Before World War
II. it was wilderness.
Short 1y after the war,
it was a proMinent radar
site. That role has
becollle less iMportant in
recent years, but iMprove-
Ments are planned to
restore that role.
The United States Air
Force phased out its
base in 1978, layinl(-
off Many workers. Many
businesses in the town
were affected by the
A.erican phase-out, and
Many people left to find
work elsewhere.
In 1989, the forests
near Happy Valley-
Bay were used as a
source of wood for the
1 inerboard Mi 11 in
Stephenvi lIe.
Hundreds of peop 1e were
eaployed cuttinl( trees,
buildinl( woods roads,
and loadinl( the wood
The Melville radar site
near Happy Va 11ey-
Goose Bay.
Uni ted States Air
Force planes on the raMp
at Happy Valley-Goose
Bay.
Forested area near
Happy Va 1 1ey-Goose
Bay.
A Labrador .Linerboard
eap 1oyee c ts trees
for the Stephenville
aill.
Bulldozer used to build
woods road.
Heavy equipaent
15
on trucks for transport
to the dock.
There it was loaded on
on ships bound for the
.ill in Stephenville.
Al thouah wood was very
plentiful. this operation
ended 1ess than ten years
after start-up because
of hiah shippina costs.
Aaain. Many people left
to find jobs elsewhere.
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loadina a woodtruck.
Cordwood at the Happy
Va 11 ey-Goose Bay dock.
One of the areas that
areas that was beina
harvested.
The town was oriainally Aerial shot of the Goose
estab1 i shed as a resu 1t Bay part of the town
jobs at the airbase. and showina the airbase.
people sti 11 coae because
of eaployaent opportunities.
The people who find work
in the area and aake
Happy Va 11 ey-Goose Bay
their hoae are surrounded
by breathtakin. scenery.
Scenic shot of a saall
1ake near Happy Va 11 ey-
Goose Bay.
Outdoor activities such Two huntina entusiasts
as huntina. fishin.. pause near Gosl in. Lake.
ski ina or snowaobi 1 ina
are areat pastiaes for the
sportsainded person.
Swiaaina. bowl ina.
curl ina. hockey and
aany other sports can
also be enjoyed in
Happy Valley-Goose Bay.
This town which was
created durina wartiae
beeau.. of the need for
an airport
(Fade in backaround ausic)
set at the head of Lake
Melville
aaidst the ruaaed
Swiaaina pool in the
provincial recreation centre
at Happy Valley-Goose Bay.
Airport terainal
buildina. .
Dock at Happy Valley-
Goose Bay.
Scenic view froa a
18
beauty o£ Labrador
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I oca I woods road.
is one exaMple o£ the A beauti£ul Labrador
"Chan.rin.r Pattern o£ sunset.
COMMunities" in our
province o£ New£oundland
and Labrador.
Production credits.
(Fade out Music)
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RELATED RESEARCH ON HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY
AN INTRODUCTION
What were once the three very distinct and
autonomous residential areas of Happy Valley, Goose
Airbase, and Goose Airport are now known as the town of
Happy Valley-Goose Bay. The Department of Municipal
Affairs gave approval for amalgamation in 1973 (Report of
the Royal Commission on Labrador,n.d.: 1239), and "on
Friday, February 15, 1974, the newly elected Town Council
of Happy Valley-Goose Bay was sworn into office and the
... Towns were now officially amalgamated" (Happy Valley
Goose Bay Development Corp, n. d. : 18).
"The Municipal and Planning area boundaries cover
approximately 110 square miles. The former townsite of
Happy Valley is situated five miles east of Goose Bay on
land bounded by Goose Bay on the North and the Churchill
Ri ver on the South. The combined area ~fupports a
popu 1ation of 7,000 exc I uding Armed Forces personne I. "
(Happy Va 11 ey Goose Bay Deve 1op.ent Corp, n. d. : 4)
The town itself is "situated at the Western end of
the Ha.iliton Inlet in Labrador, Canada, at 53 degrees 19
minutes N. latitude and 60 degrees 20 minutes W.
longitude. The town is 130 miles from the Labrador coast
.S9
and 550 mi les from St. John's, Southeast by air." (Happy
Valley Goose Bay Development Corp, n. d. : 4)
HISTORY
Just over forty years airo, there was no town of
Happy Valley-Goose Bay. All that existed was a small
comllunity known as Mud Lake, and about thirty miles from
that, the larirer community of Northwest River. Between
these two places was a sandy plateau; it was this plateau
that cauirht the interest of surveyors Eric Fry and Capt.
Elliott Roosevelt in 1841 (Saunders, 18aO:28).
Canada and the United States were involved in World
War II. As the war effort increased, there was a irreat
need to get men and equipment from North America to
Europe. There was an airbase at Gander, Newfoundland,
but, because of the large amount of air traf'fic, and
frequent occurences of fog, another s! te for an airbase
was necessary (Z i mmer I y , 1875: 228-230 ) .
The site chosen by the surveyors, known as Unc I e
Bob's Berry Patch, was idea I. It occup i ed a twe I ve square
mil e area, and was reasonab I y I eve I. There were no
barriers in any direction to interfer with aircraft, and
the clilRate was virtually fog-free. In addition to these
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important factors, access to the ree-ion by water was
possible, makine- it a very suitable choice for ah airbase
(Saunders, 1980: 29).
Wi thin weeks of Fry's report to the Royal Canadian
Air Force, ae-reements were reached between Canada and
Newfoundland ree-ardine- the use of land in Goose Bay
(Newfoundland had not as yet joined Confederation). In
Aue-ust 1941, ene-ineers arrived on the site, and by
September, a contract for the construction project
awarded (Zimmerly, 1976: 230).
Work progressed quickly. A dock was constructed to
receive the ships laden with men and equipment.
Construction proceded at a fast pace. Personnel worked
around the clock, completine- a roue-h runway in December
(Zilllmerly,1976:230). This meant that more supplies could
be broue-ht in, as the water route normally would be
inaccessible after November, due to ice in Lake Mel vi lIe.
Construction was lare-ely a race ae-ainst the clock;
time of the essence - a refuel line' site for planes
crossini( the Atlantic was ~iven a very hie-h priority.
Burden (1966: 16) describes the enormity of the
undertakine':
"The task ••• ca 11 ed for three
3000 ft. concrete runways, seven
hane-ers, two 160 bed hospitals,
quarters for three thousand
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construction workers and £i ve
thousand service personnel, plus such
other necessary projects as bakeries,
docks to handle ocean ~oin£ vessels,
central heatinit plants, steam
launderies, sanitation, pumpinit
stations -- in short, a city £or
8,000 people and an airport beside."
Almost immediately, the people livinit in the
vicini ty o£ the developinit airbase site were a££ected by
the military presence. Robert Michelin, or Uncle Bob,
perhaps one o£ the £irst to become aware o£ the
development takin~ place; a£ter all, it was his £avorite
berry patch that was beinit trans£ormed into a mi 1 i tary
base. But Uncle Bob was promised a su££icient acreaite o£
redberries, and beinit content with that, proceeded to
supplement his income by sellin~ cream, e~~s and salmon
to some o£ the air£orce messes (Saunders,1980:29).
Others were aware o£ the noise and activity that had
now become characteristic o£ their otherwise quiet
domain. Many o£ the men were lured away £rom their
trapl ines by the prospect o£ hi£h wa£es and year-round
eMploYMent. Sti 11 others cautiously waited to assess the
possibilities be£ore committin~ themselves to a steady
income that was based on an hourly wa~e
(Zillllerly,1976: 231).
The Men who did decide to try construction work
ini tially le£t their £a_i 1 ies in their hOMe vi lla~es. In
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1943, hO\.fever, three families arrived, posine
problems. Military reeulations did not permit civilian
families to live on the construction site, and
furthermore, these peop 1e required to make their
homes at least five miles from the airbase and the fuel
tanks (Saunders,1geO:29). One family very definitely felt
the effects of military reeulations; they had moved into
a shack at Otter Creek, but had to move because the
location was too close to the fuel tanks that were under
construction (Zimmer 1y, 1975: 232).
The Saunders from Davis Inlet, Broomfields from Bie
Bay, and Perraults from Makkovik eventually set up tents
and stored their personal beloneines under tarpaul ins on
the riverbank creatine a new settlement
(Saunders,1geo: 29). Within three weeks, the men had
manaeed to erect sma 11 wooden dwe 11 ines. These first
houses \.fere, for the IllOst part, constructed out of scraps
from the base. There was no plumbine or electricity, and
most did not measure more than eiehtee.n by twenty feet
(Zillmerly,1975:233).
As the work proeressed on the new base, the demand
for workers continued. Part of the Goose Bay Aereement
sillned in 1944 stated that "The Government of Canada wi 11
employ Newfoundland labour as far as practicable at the
Air BaSe" (Canada,1944:article 7) ...... Native workers
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from a 11 over the Labrador coast were recru i ted. They
presented quite a problem however for when they arrived
they a 1so broueht a lone their wives and chi 1dren and even
their dogs." (Pickett,1947;17-18). Settlers were
responsible for meetine their requirements for water,
timber for fuel and building, and reasonable access to
the base. The tiny new vi llaee on the banks of the
Hamilton River began to flrow (Zimmerly,1975;2?~).
In 1946, a road was constructed from the base to the
settlement so that a surplus buildinfl could be relocated
to serve church and a schoo 1. After the road was cut
throueh, houses were bui 1t on both sides of the road,
well as on nearby Birch Island. The RCAF Commandine
Officer, havine complete authority of the area, required
that 100' x ~OO' plots be measured out for the settlers,
and that houses have at least seventy-five square feet
per person (Zimmerly,1975:2~4).
Life for the settlers was by easy. In
addi tion to havinfl to 1 i ve without runhine water, indoor
pluabinfl, or electricity, these people had to travel to
Northwest River to buy their food suppl ies. Usually one
or two llIen would lIlake the twenty-five mile trek without
the benefit of automobiles, and haul supplies for a
number of families. Because of the I[reat distance to be
travelled, this would be done only every few months
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(Zimmerly,1875: 234).
By 1847, the Hudson's Bay Company that the
quickly ~rowin~ population and near the base warranted
a store and so they bu i 1 t one on the base. Th i s made
shoppin~ a much less difficul t chore, and the trucks
taxiin~ the men to and from their jobs would also carry
women to the store (ZimmerlY,1875:234).
A ~rowin~ civilian community also meant a ~rowin~
number of problems to be dealt with by the officials who
had responsibi 1 i ty for the entire area and its residents.
The RCAF ca 11 ed upon the communi ty to form a 1 iaison
committee that would communicate the difficulties bein~
encountered by residents to a special RCAF committee.
Thorvald Perrault, a member of the liaison ~roup, said in
a interview with Zimmerly, that they would" talk thin~s
over ... places to build had to be ~iven out.
Somebody .•. want a piece of land, the airforce had their
rules; a person had to be here lon~ a time before he
could ~et a place to build on, he had to be married,
on and so on, but thin~s worked out. We strai~htened
thin«s out between us ... "(Zimmerly,1875:235).
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POST-WAR DEVELOPMENT
The Goose Airbase project was a joint project of the
Canadian, American and British ~overnments, with the RCAF
bein~ in supreme command. With the end of the war, many
of the aircraft returned back to North America throu~h
Goose Airbase. The RCAF took over complete control of the
base, but the Americans maintained an active presence
there. They conducted search and rescue experiments,
provided ~round support for USAF aircraft passinir
throuirh, and furnished lo~istical support for three
weather stations in the Arctic. Gradually, the RCAF
presence was diminished; the USAF, however, escalated its
detachment. (Zimmer 1y, 1975: 239-240).
America's fear or suspicion of the Russians was
increasine in the early 1950's, and the 'COLD WAR'
resul ted in the development of an early warnin~ radar
system alone the Labrador Coast in 1951
(Saunders, 1980:30). The increased Ameri-can involvement
brouirht with it major new construction projects as
facilities were expanded and updated, especially durin~
the summer months (Zillmer 1y, 1975: 240). This expansion
included a major facility for interceptor aircraft and
in-fl iirht refuel 1 inir squadrons durin~ 1952
(Landry, 1981: 3).
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The relirion around Goose Airport became demarcated
into several distinct areas: the American side (also
known as Goose Airbase), the Canadian (RCAF) side (called
Goose Airport) and two satellite residential areas (known
as Spruce Park and DOT) (ZimmerlY,1975:240-241). These
areas housed mi 1 i tary personnel and other employees such
as teachers, RCMP, and the families of personnel in
ei ther primary or support positions the Canadian side
of Goose Bay (Zimmerly,1975:241). Durinir the 1950's and
for some time after, Goose Airbase and the Goose Airport
complex was quite distinct from the community that had
become known as Happy Va 11 ey.
The population of Happy Valley increased from about
257 in 1951 to 1145 in 1956, larltely due to an influx of
people f'rom the island of Newfoundland
(ZimmerlY,1975: 241). As the town continued to irrow, so
too did the availability of services and facilities.
Between 1956 and 1972 Churches, stores, telephones,
electricity, hotel, taxi service, a bank, water and
sewalire system, etc. became realities (Zimmerly,1975:243).
The cOIIJllunity was desiirnated a Local Improvement District
in 1955, and was incorporated as a town with an elected
Town Council in 1961 (ZimmerlY,1975:243). These factors,
alonir with an influx of' immiirrant Newfoundlanders to
start private businesses, explain the rapid lirrowth of the
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munity durine that period of time (Zimmerly,1975:243).
Durine the 1ate 1960' s, the USAF beean to phase-down
fishter operations (Landry, 1981: 3). The phase down of the
American base was accomplished "first by reducine the
nunber of service personnel and then by not hirine
replacements for retirine or resienine employees."
(Zimmerly, 1975:246)
The major impact that mi6tht have otherwise been
experienced by a one-industry town such as Happy Valley
was to be off-set, at least temporarily, by an attempt to
ac hieve economic diversification. In 1969, Mel vi lIe Pulp
al1d Paper (later called Labrador Linerboard) beean a pulp
industry to supp 1 y the new 1 inerboard mi 11 at
St.ephenville, Newfoundland. Ironically, the Goose Bay
area was orieinally promised a mill, but plans were
ctaanged when the American base closed at Stephenvi lIe
(Zimmerly, 1975: 245).
The decline in population not as drastic as
m1.eht otherwise have been the case forI" a predominantly
ons-industry town. In 1966, the population for Happy
Valley and Goose Bay was 6,579; in 1971, it was only 628
less at 5,951 (Zimmerly,1975:259). After incorporation in
1861, the sense of permanency of Happy Va 11 ey increased,
and a number of services were headquartered there such
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and the CBC radio
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station (Zimmerly,1975:244). The area also developed a
"role as the hub of Government, business, communications
and transport acti vi ties in Labrador." (Report of the
Royal Commission on Labrador, n. d. : 1238)
MODERN DAY PROFILE
The Happy Va 11 ey-Goose Bay area has "the nuc 1eus of
the infrastructure needed for development which [gives]
it an advantage over other areas in Labrador." (Report of
the Royal Commission on Labrador, n. d. : 647) It has
potential for forest-related industry, hydro-electric
development, tourism. as well industry which requires
accessabi 1 i ty to huge amounts of hydro-e 1ectric power
(Happy Va 11 ey Goose Bay Deve 1opment Corp., n. d. ). In spi te
of start-ups of major forestry and hydro-electric
developments, the mainstay of the Happy Valley-Goose Bay
economy is today its airport; the reason for the town's
creation back in the early 1940's is what keeps it
thriving in the Ilid 1980' s.
A number of factors are illportant when considering a
profile of Happy Valley-Goose Bay. These include
geographic location, transportation routes, cl imate,
services available, and sources of ellploYllent. SOlie of
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these factors make this town somewhat distinctive from
many of its counterparts in other parts of the province,
and i nf 1uence any chan~es in the deve 1opmen t pattern of
the community of Happy Valley-Goose Bay.
Happy Valley-Goose Bay is ~eo~raphically located
the heart of Labrador, some 130 miles from the
Labrador Coast. It is connected by road to the Innu
villa~e of Sheshatshit and the predominantly settler
community of Northwest River on a year-round basis. These
two adjacent communities are approximately twenty-five
miles from Happy Valley-Goose Bay. A dirt road connects
Happy Valley-Goose Bay with Churchill Falls which is 165
air miles away. This road is accessible only durin~ the
summer and early fall since there is no snow clearin~
provided (Saunders, 1980) .
Access to the community by water usually be~ins in
June and continues unti 1 freeze-up in November. Durin~
that time, CN Marine provides coastal boat, passen~er
ferry, and roll-on/roll-off container ..services. Most
non-perishable supplies are shipped durin~ that period,
and stored durin~ the winter months.
Air transportation is avai lable throu~h a number of
comlllercial carriers. Canadian Pacific Airlines connects
Happy Valley-Goose Bay to Wabush and Churchi 11 Falls in
Labrador, and to Stephenville, Deer Lake, Gander and St.
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John's on the island part of the province. These points
are accessible throu~h Canadian Pacific Airlines
almost dai ly basis. CP Air also has one or two fl i~hts
weekly from Happy Valley-Goose Bay to Halifax and
Montreal.
Labrador Airways is another carrier which connects
the town with island communities such as St. Anthony,
Stephenvi lIe, Deer Lake, and St. John's, as well as
communities on the north and south coast of Labrador.
In addition to these carriers which provide a
scheduled service, charter fli~hts may be arrani;ed with
Goose Air Services, which operates a bush plane service,
Sealand Helicopters and Universal Helicopters.
EFFECTS OF GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION
AND TRANSPORTATION ROUTES
The lack of a year-round road or .water link with
lari;er distribution centres means that ~oods, materials,
and suppl ies such as fuel must be shipped in between the
months of June and November and stored for later use. If
items are depleted before the next shippin~
be~ins, then in most cases, they are simply unavailable
unless they are so vital or lii;ht-weii;ht as to make air
in
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freieht economically feasible. Some perishable food items
are broueht in by air, and are usually quite expensive
because of that. However, in most cases, air freiilht is
not used because of the expense invol ved.
No matter what mode of transportation is used, the
consumer usua lly experiences increased prices to cover
the transportation costs. Prices are further influenced
by the fact that items must be stored in warehouses in
Happy Valley-Goose Bay for much of the year, and in
cases, these buildinils must be heated; costs which
invariably are passed on to the consumer.
The storaile of eoods durin~ the winter months has a
noticeable effect in the variety of items that mi~ht be
purchased. Usually there is not a wide selection of
brand-names to choose from, and often items that
available in other centres may be considered less
essential by the persons orderin~ supplies for their
business, and thus are not available to the
Happy Va 11 ey-Goose Bay.
Geoilraphic location and transportation modes mean
that travel to and from Happy Valley-Goose Bay for
personal or business purposes are usually quite
expensive. With the exception of Northwest River,
Sheshatshit or Mud Lake, commutinil to other places for
work from Happy Valley-Goose Bay is not usually a
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practical al ternative. This is a sienificant factor for
the people 1 ivine in the community which makes Happy
Valley-Goose Bay different from many other communi ties in
the province. It that employment sources in the
immediate area are the only alternatives that many people
have if they are to work, and stay with their fami 1 ies.
Many people in other communities have access to a wider
ranee of employment opportunities because of proximity to
many other towns or cities, and inexpensive
transportation links. Thus, even if employment
opportunities decrease in a town, residents may continue
to live there and commute to other places for work on a
daily basis. Such is seldolll the case in Happy
Vall ey-Goose Bay.
Similarly, the eeoitraphic location, and the
transportation 1 inks combined with a small popu lation
base, mean that certain facilities or services are not
economically feasible. Shoppine malls, laree chain
supermarket or department stores need a lareer population
base to be viable than is presently avai lable in the Lake
Mel vi lIe area.
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SOURCES OF EMPLOYMENT
In order for any community to remain a vibrant
enti ty, its residents must have accessabi 1 i ty to sources
of emploYJllent. As has already been cited, the reason for
Goose Bay's (now Happy Valley-Goose Bay) creation was the
need for an airport. Today, the airport is a major reason
why Happy Valley-Goose Bay continues to exist at its
present level. The airport handled 32,229 flights in
1974, and 24,257 fli~hts in 1977. Because of this level
of traffic, a number of fli~ht-related services must be
provided. Many of these flights were military-related,
and the military presence also has implications for
employment (Happy Valley Goose Bay Development
Corporation, n. d. ).
Direct airport support services incl ude fire and
crash rescue faci 1 i ties and personne I, ~round maintenance
and snow clearin~, refuel 1 ing, aircraft servicin~ (such
as passen~er loadin~ stairs, frei~ht ahd ba~~a~e
handlin~, water and lavatory services, de-icing of
aircraft), security, meteorolo~ical information, air
radio cOIllJllunications, and air traffic control.
Many of these support services are provided by
civilians who are eJllployed by federal a~encies such
the Ministry of Transport. These people and the araed
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forces personne I are enti tied to live in the federa I
housin2' area on the former American Base. Another
2'overnment a2'ency, Public Works Canada, is responsible
for maintainin2' the faci I i ties and providin2' services to
this area which is almost a small town in itself. Thus
services such as 2'arba2'e collection, road maintenance and
snow clearin2', buildin2' maintenance (involvin2'
carpenters, electricians and plumbers>, water and sewa2'e,
2'eneration of steam heat for the housin2' units, back-up
electricity 2'eneration, residential fire protection and
securi ty are additional, indirect support services and
sources of employment provided by Public Works Canada.
The military presence also has an effect on civilian
employment. Personnel are employed in secretarial, food
services, janitorial, and other support capacities.
It should become clear that a wide ran2'e of
emp 1oyment opportunities are needed to support the
airport operations; at this point in time, a wide variety
of services have been described, and toe private sector
involveJlent has been minimal.
Already it has been pointed out that the people who
directly provide services to the airport thelllsel ves
require housinlt, and related support services for
accomodations and travel to and from work. Because these
services are necessary, many other people are elllployed.
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Yet, the list of services is much more extensive than
cited to this time.
Medical and dental services, schools, recreation and
entertainment facilities, 2'rocery scores, clothin2'
stores, hardware stores, law enforcement a2'encies,
communication services (telephone, television, radio,
telex, newspapers), municipal services, and
transportation related services are all necessary to
support the populations needs. This is by no means an
exhaustive 1 ist, yet the number of people who would be
elllp 1oyed to provide for these needs is rapidi 1y
increasin~ .
CHANGES THAT HAVE OCCURRED IN THE COMMUNITY
In its short history, the Happy Valley-Goose Bay
has experienced a number of major chan~es. Most of
these chan2'es are related to employment in the area, and
have had impl ications for the size of the population in
the community.
Before 1941, the area was nothin~ more than
wilderness. Durin2' the Second World War, an airbase
constructed. Many military people lived on the base, and
a new town was created for the civilian workers and their
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fam i 1 ies. Dur i ne- the war, it served as a stopover for
planes bringine- troops, equipment and supplies to the
fie-htine- in Europe.
After the Second Wor 1d War had ended, radar
installations were bui 1 t and the U. S. Air Force stationed
fie-hter aircraft in Goose Bay to intercept any
approachine enemy aircraft that were detected. Durine- the
1960's, more modern jets could be stationed in the United
States to intercept any invaders, and Goose Bay' s
mil i tary ro 1e bee-an to chane-e. I t became the headquarters
for a fleet of airtankers used for in-flie-ht refuellin~
of mi 1 i tary aircraft.
Goose Bay and Happy Valley continued to ~row, and in
1973, they joined to form a lare-er community known
Happy Va 11 ey-Goose Bay.
One noticeable chane-e in the community has been the
number of people livin~ there. The town has experienced
periods of rapid ~rowth, as well as periods of population
decl ine. These chane-es are often dire .ely related to the
number of jobs in the community.
Another chane-e related to people in the community is
the e-rowine- number of residents who born and raised
in the town. In its early days, the town's population
made up almost entirely of people who had moved there
from somewhere else. The population of Happy Valley-Goose
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Bay was lar~ely a transient one. Native people and
settlers from different parts of Labrador, as well
peop 1e from other parts of Newfound 1and, Canada and the
world, to the town. Very few workin~ people were
born in the town; most had moved into the area for
employment reasons.
As the years passed, the number of people born and
raised in the town steadi ly increased. Many people stayed
for more than two or three years, makin~ Happy
Valley-Goose Bay their home. As a resul t, the population
was much less transient; Happy Valley-Goose Bay became
more of a permanent community than it had been in its
early history. Today, the town is rapidly buildin~ a more
permanent population.
Perhaps one of the most si~nificant chanltes invol ves
the withdrawal of most of the United states Air Force
personnel. At one point in time, the military population
and their fami 1 ies reached ten thousand. The siltnificant
reduction of personnel which was concJ..uded in July, 1876,
had an i.pact on many small businesses, and employment
opportunities ~enerally. This was important because it
relates to a chanlte in the community's dependence on the
military and the airport.
This was the reason why the town was oriltinally
establ ished. Over the years, the town's population Itrew.
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As it did, the number of businesses and services centred
in Happy Valley-Goose Bay also increased. The town became
important distribution centre for communi ties on the
Labrador Coast. As well, a number of Government
departments use Happy Valley-Goose Bay as their Labrador
headquarters. This role, in effect, reduced the
dependence of the town on the mi 1 i tary and the airport
a source of employment. Thus the town was able to survive
the mi 1 i tary withdrawal.
In 18S8, a woods operation employin~ hundreds of
people was started in the Wood was cut and shipped
to the Linerboard mill in Stephenville. The forestry work
continued for only a short time after the American
phase-out. It was very expensive to ship wood to
Stephenvi lIe by boat. and this was one of the major
reasons why the operation was shut down.
A~ain, as in the case of the American phase-out, the
ever-broadenin~ economic base of the community prevented
the community from becomin~ a ~host town.
WHY DO PEOPLE LEAVE?
Many people have a stronll desire to live near the
where they ~rew up. Thus. al thoullh many may spend a
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number of years in a town like Happy Valley-Goose Bay,
there is sti 11 the 1 ike 1 ihood that they wi 11 move away
when an opportunity arises which will allow them to
settle permanently in the area of their choice. As the
number of people born in the town increases, this factor
may become less si~nificant for the permanent population
of the community.
Other important factors which contribute to people' s
desire to move out of the town include the hi~h cost of
transportation because of ~eo~raphic and climatic
condi tions, hi~her cost of ~oods and services, and the
unavai 1 ibi 1 i ty of goods and services that are often taken
for "ranted in less isolated areas.
There are no roads or rai lways to other lar"er
centres, so food and supplies are usually shipped in by
boat. Lake Melville is usually closed to shippin" from
November to June because of ice, so ~oods lIlust be stored
for the winter. Shippin", handlin" and stora"e costs mean
that people often pay more for things ·in Happy
Valley-Goose Bay. Travel to and from the town often must
be by air, which is very expensive.
Northwest River is the most distant place that is
I inked by a road to Happy Valley-Goose Bay for the entire
year. In many other communities in the province, people
don' t have to work in the town where they 1 ive. These
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people can often drive to work from their hOllletown. This
is usually not the case in Happy Valley-Goose Bay.
Northwest River is a very small community with few
employment opportunities. People in Happy Valley-Goose
Bay often have to leave the area in order to find work.
SUMMARY
Notwi thstandinl( these apparent 1 illli tations, the
offers a nUMber of benefits. Its I(eol(raphic location and
cli.ate, which for some people are considered as a
drawback, offer the sports and huntinl( enthusiast
limitless opportunities. SnowJl\obilina-, downhill and
cross-country skiing, and ice-fishing are just a few of
the outdoor activities that can be enjoyed durinfi the
long winters. The area also boasts two recreation
centres, two ice-skating arenas, a bowlinl( alley, curling
club, swimming pool, and nUMerous softball fields. All in
all, the town could be considered a spprtsman' s paradise,
and a reasonable place to live.
Gradually, because of elllployment and leisure
opportunities, the town has built a population of
perManent residents who find I ife in the Labrador
communi ty enjoyable. Al though .any were not originally
froJII the area, they have adopted it as their home, thus
191
makini' Happy Valley-Goose Bay an example of the "CHANGING
PATTERN OF COMMUNITIES".
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APPENDIX E
EVALUATION BY CONTENT SPECIALIST
RELATED RESEARCH ON HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY
Please circle the number which best reflects your
opinion for each of the statements about the section
entitled "RELATED RESEARCH ON HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY".
Space is provided for any additional comments you may have.
This section is intended to be a resource in the
development of a script for a filmstrip/audio-tape
instructional package for Grade Five Social Studies
students. It will also bE: included in the Teacher's Guide
to the instructional package to assist in preparations for
teaching the unit.
strongly
agree
1. The content is historica lly accurate.
strongly
disagree
2. The content is sufficiently complete for the purpose
stated above.
3. The content is properly organized.
4. The content is clearly presented.
5. There is a need for this content to meet the purpOse
stated above.
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EVALUATION BY CONTENT SPECIALIST
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Please feel free to include any comments or
su~~estions which could be acted on by the developer to
improve the section entitled "RELATED -RESEARCH ON HAPPY
VALLEY -GOOSE BAY".
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EVALUATION BY CONTENT SPECIALIST
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ON HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY
Please circle the number which best reflects your
opinion for each of the statements about the sections which
constitute the instructional materials on HAPPY
VALLEY-GOOSE BAY. Space is provided for any additional
comments you may have.
These sections are intended to be a script for a
filmstrip/audio-tape and a student booklet as part of an
instructional packaite for Grade Five Social Studies
students. The materials wi 11 be used with grade five
students in a social studies unit entitled "The Chanitinit
Pattern of Communities".
strongly
aitree
1. The content is historically accurate.
stronitly
disaitree
2. The content is sufficiently complete for the purpose
stated above.
3. The content is properly oritanized.
4. The content is clearly presented.
5. There is a need for this content to meet the purpose
stated above.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Please feel free to include any comments or
~u~~estions .....hich could be acted on by the developer to
~~E~~;=G;g~Es:~~~~nentitled "RELATED -RESEARCH ON HAPPY
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EVALUATION BY MEDIA SPECIALIST
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ON HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY
Please circle the number which best reflects your
opinion for each of the statements about the sections which
constitute the instructional materials on HAPPY
VALLEY-GOOSE BAY. Space is provided for any addi tiona 1
comments you may have.
These sections are a fi lmstrip/audio-tape (incl udin~ a
script) and a student booklet as part of an instructional
package for Grade Five Social Studies students. The
materials wi 11 be used wi th ~rade five students in a socia 1
studies unit entitled "The Chan~in~ Pattern of
Communities" .
stron~ly
a~ree
1. The format is appropriate for the intended
stron~ly
disa~ree
2. The materials are sufficiently complete for the purpose
stated above.
3. The materials are properly or~anized.
~
4. The materials are clearly presented.
5. There is a need for these materials to meet the purpose
stated above.
EVALUATION BY MEDIA SPECIAL1:::>T
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Please feel free to include any comments or
su~gestions which could be acted on by the developer to
improve the instructional materials on HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE
BAY".
~/~
........ ( .
MEDIA SPECIALIST
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EVALUATION BY LEARNING SPECIALIST
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ON HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY
Please circle the number which best reflects your
opinion for each of the statements about the sections which
constitute t:he instruct-iollal moterials on HAPPY
VALLEY-GOOSE BAY. Space is provided for any additional
comments you may have.
These sections are a fi 1mstrip/audio-tape (inc I uding a
script) and a student booklet as part of an instructional
package for Grade Five Social Studies students. The
materials will be used with grade five students in a social
studies uni t enti tIed "The Changing Pattern of
Communi ties". .
strongly
agree
strongly
disagree
1- The materi.als are appropriate for the intended learners.
cD 3 4
2. The materials sufficiently complete for the purpose
stated above.
@ 4
3. The materials are properly organized.
~ 3 4
4. The materials are clearly presented.
0 3 4 5
5. There is a need for these materia Is to meet the purpose
stated above.
CD 3 4 5
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EVALUATION BY LEARNING SPECIALIST
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
EVALUATION BY LEARNING SPECIALIST
INSTRUCTIONAL NflTEllIALS ON HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY
Please circle the lIumber which best reflects your
opinion for each of the statements about the sections which
constitute the instruct-ional materials .on HAPPY
VALLEY-GOOSE BAY. Space is provided for any additional .
comments you may have.
These sections are a £i I mstrip/audio-tape (inc 1uding a
script) and a student booklet as part of an instructional
package for Grade Five Social Studies students. The
materia Is wi 11 be used wi th grade five students in a social
studies uni t enti tied "The Changing Pattern of
Communi ties".
strongly
agree
4
strongly
disagree
1. The materials are appropriate for the intended learners.
2. The materials
stated above.
sufficiently complete for the purpose
3. The materials are properly organized.
G)
4. The materials are clearly presented.
3 4
5. There is a need £01' these materials to meet the purpose
stated above.
3
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EVALUATION BY LEARNING SPECIALIST
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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EVALUATION BY LEARNING SPECIALIST
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ON HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY
Please circle the number which best reflects your
opinion for each of the? statements about the sections which
constitute the instruct-ional materials on HAPPY
VALLEY-GOOSE BAY. Space is provided for any additional
comments you may have.
These sections are a fi 1mstrip/audio-tape (inc 1uding a
script) and a stude~l t book 1et as part of an instructiona 1
package for Grade Five Social Studies students. The
materials wi 11 be used with grade five students in a social
studies uni t enti tIed "The Changing Pattern of
Communi ties".
strongly
agree
3 4
strongly
disagree
1. The materials are appropriate for the intended learners.
2. The materials
stated above.
sufficient 1y comp lete for the purpose
3. The materials are properly organized.
5
4. The materials are clearly presented.
4
5. There is a need for these materials to meet the purpose
stated above.
5
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EVALUATION BY LEARNING SPECIAlIST
AOOlTlONAL COMMENTS
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TO THE STUDENT
The unit that you have just finished on Happy Valley-Goose Bay is being prepared
for use with gri.de five students throughout this province. You have helped by com-
pleting this unit.
I would like to know what you think about the materials. Please complete
the short question sheet which follows.
Thank you very much for all your he1 p.
Doug Young
Producer
YES . N
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1-~o~~~l~A~ike to have more materials like those on HAPPY VALLEY- 0__
The unit was too long. [ ! ,-
The unit was too short. 0 [-
The unit was too difficult. 0 I
The unit was too easy. 0 C
I would like more time to study the cOl1lllunity of Happy Valley- 0 [
Goose Bay.
I would like to be able to compare my community with Happy Valley- 0 [
Goose Bay.
I 1i ked the sl ide-tape presentation more. 0 [
I liked the booklet more. 0 [
liked everything about the materials. 0 [
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES
LEARNERS' EVALUATION OF MATERIALS
EVALUATION
ITEM
1. I would like to have
more materials like
those on HAPPY VALLEY-
GOOSE BAY
2. The unit was too lonir
X YES X NO
76X 24X
13X 87X
3. The unit was too short 3eX 61X
4. The unit was too
difficult
5. The unit was too easy
12X 88X
33X 67X
6. I would like more time
to study the cOIllJRuni ty of
Happy Va 11 ey-Goose Bay 63X 37X
7. I would 1 ike to be able
to cOlllpare my community
with Happy Valley-Goose Bay 78X 22X
8. I liked the slide-tape
presentation more 72X 28X
e. IIiked the book 1et more 28X 72X
10. I 1 iked everythintr
about the materials
20&",
81X lex




